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ABSTRACT 
AMATEUR MODERNIZED CHINESE ORCHESTRAS 
IN HONG KONG IN THE 1970'S 
by 
TSUI YING FAI 
The modernized Chinese orchestra is a recent Chinese 
instrumental tradition. The first modernized Chinese orchestra 
was established in 1935 in Nanjing. In Hong Kong, although the 
beginning of this instrumental tradition occurred about twenty 
years later than in mainland China, amateur modernized Chinese 
orchestras have grown rapidly in the past three decades. By the 
end of the 1970's, there were more than twenty-five amateur 
modernized Chinese orchestral groups. This thesis is a study of 
the activities of amateur Chinese orchestras in Hong Kong in the 
seventies. In addition, the reasons for the emergence of the 
rapid growth of these orchestras are to be examined. 
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first two 
chapters provide backgrounds of Hong Kong and amateur modernized 
Chinese orchestral activity before 1970. Chapters three to five 
deal with activity of these amateur organizations. Chapter six 
attempts to reveal the causes for the rapid growth of these 
amateur modernized Chinese orchestras in the 1970's. The last 
chapter offers brief conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
I 
The modernized Chinese folk orchestra is a recent Chinese 
instrumental tradition which can be traced back to the 1930's. 
This tradition originated in mainland China and has now spread to 
some nearby Chinese communities, Hong Kong being one of the 
examples. In Hong Kong, this Chinese orchestral practice began 
to develop in the fifties. Although the beginning of this 
instrumental tradition occurred about twenty years later than in 
mainland China, Hong Kong now has a professional Chinese 
orchestra with a highly systematic administrative structure. 
Furthermore, amateur Chinese orchestral practice has grown 
rapidly in the past thirty years. There was only one amateur 
orchestra in the fifties, but four more were established in.the 
next decade. In the seventies, there were more than fourteen 
amateur Chinese orchestras and eleven Chinese instrumental groups 
2 
in educational institutes such as secondary schools and post-
secondary colleges. Since 1977, in addition to the establishment 
of a government-run professional Chinese orchestra, there has 
been a government-run musical organization in which Chinese 
orchestral activity is extensively encouraged. When we consider 
the area of Hong Kong (about 1040 square kilometers), the number 
of amateur Chinese orchestra and instrumental groups in 
educational institutes during the seventies was exceptionally 
large. The purpose of this thesis is to carry out a survey on 
the activities of amateur Chinese orchestras in Hong Kong during 
the seventies and to try to reveal the various factors that led 
to the rapid growth of amateur Chinese orchestras in the 1970 ‘ s. 
1.1 Definition 
The term "Chinese orchestra" here refers to the type of 
modernized Chinese folk orchestra that was first developed in 
mainland China in 1935; this instrumental tradition has been 
further encouraged by the People's Republic of China since the 
fifties. The historical background of this instrumental practice 
will be discussed later in this chapter. 
The word "amateur" as used in this thesis means people who 
are engaged in an activity from which they receive no direct 
3 
monetary reward, such as payment for rehearsals and performances. 
> 
Therefore, "amateur modernized Chinese orchestras,” hereafter 
"amateur Chinese orchestras,“ are Chinese orchestras that are run 
in an amateur manner: i.e. the players are involved in the 
orchestras as a pastime rather than for gain. Chinese 
instrumental groups and orchestras in schools, post-secondary 
colleges and universities are not included. This is because 
groups in educational institutes usually receive direct financial 
support from the institutes； and players (students) are trained 
and led by paid instructors, who are seldom found in amateur 
Chinese orchestras. 
1.2 Background of the Modernized Chinese Folk Orchestra (Chinese 
Orchestra) 
The term "orchestra" in the Western musical tradition 
originated from Greek theatre. It refers to the semi-circular 
space in front of the stage where the chorus sang and d a n c e d ) 
However, the modern meaning of the term is rather loose. 
Generally speaking, the definition of "orchestra" is: 
1 Jack Westrup, "Orchestra" in The New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians vol.13 (edited by Stanley Sadie, 1980), 
p.679. 
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"an organized body of bowed strings with more than one 
player to a part, to which may be added wind and 
percussion instruments."2 
The instruments of the modern Western orchestra are usually-
grouped into string, woodwind, brass and percussion sections. 
Orchestral musicians have to follow the instructions of a 
conductor while playing together. This concept of orchestra was 
first applied to Chinese folk instrumental practice in 1935 with 
the establishment of the BCC Chinese Orchestra ( 廣 樂 I?] 
) i n Nanking.^ 
1.2.1 Period of Formation^ 
The early twentieth century was a period when Chinese 
literati attempted to re-examine the value of traditional Chinese 
culture. Following is a passage quoted from Han Kuo-huang: 
"After repeated Western and Japanese humiliation in the 
second half of the nineteenth century and the beginning 
of the twentieth century, Chinese intellectuals felt the 
necessity for modernization....The May Fourth Movement of 
1919 added a decisive blow to the traditional culture 
which was being blamed for hampering the process of 
2 Ibid. 
3 Fang KuRn-ying J ) ^ ^ , , "Chung-kuang kuo-yiieh-t'uan san-
shih-wu-nien 、 f 園 樂 I蜜〉十至^fl^；" in BCC Chinese Orchestra 35th 
Anniversary Special ( 中 濟 【 f \ 媒 阁 f 《 至 视 各 纪 辨 砂 ， 1 9 7 0 . p.l. 
4 Han Kuo-huang 贫 衝 换 ， " T h e Modern Chinese Orchestra," 
Asian Music, 1979(11). pp.1-43. In his article, Han divided the 
development of the modernized Chinese orchestra into two periods: 
the period of formation (1930 's-1940 's) and the period of 
evolution (1950 's-1960's ). 
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modern ization.”5 
As a result, certain Western cultural elements were applied to 
Chinese culture. Under the tide of Westernization in the 
twenties, a-group of. literati who had received Western classical 
* , 
music training, such as Huang C h i h * ^ 培 , H s i a o Yu-mei 到 支 构 and 
« 
Wu Pai-ch'iu、 多 、 伪 超,advocated the westernization of traditional 
Chinese music.^ The influx of Western musical practices had 
begun. Chinese instrumental music at that time was basically 
solo and small ensemble. Although a Chinese orchestra based on a 
Western model had not yet been formed, Chinese music was played 
by a group of young literati who were familiar with both Chinese 
and Western 
instruments. They began to develop Western elements 
in Chinese music, and this became the underlying impetus for the 
emergence of a Chinese Orchestra in 1 9 3 5 . 7 
The BCC Chinese Orchestra, established in Nanking in 1935, 
was said to be the first Chinese orchestra. Kao tsu-ming 
has listed the instruments of this orchestra and their Western 
equivalents in Hsien-tai kuo-yueh ？ • They are as 
f O1low： 0 
5 Ibid. P：12, 
6 Cheng Hok-yan i^pi^ The Historical Development of 
Modern Chinese National Orchestra From May Fourth Movement to 
Now (Unpublished undergraduate thesis, the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, 1984)， p.18. 
7 Ibid. pp.18-21. • 
® Kao Tsu-ming、？7 
Hsian-tai kuo-yueh ^^^K ® 
(Taipei: Chung-cheng shu-chii, 1959), p.87. 
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Chinese instrument Western instrument 
Nan-hu I (two stringed bowed lute) First violin 
Nan-hu II Second violin 
C h u n g - h u 例 ( l o w e r - p i t c h e d Nan-hu) Viola 
Ta-hu^ffl ( large N a n - h u ) Cello 
Ti-huf^-^ (bass Nan-hu) Double bass 
Yang-ch^i 谈 玲 struck zither) Piano 
Hsin-ti 条伤（transverse flute with Flute 
11 finger holes) 
Pang-ti将後（high-pitched ti-tzu) Piccolo 
H a i _ t i ; 与 i ( h i g h - p i t c h e d suo-na) Oboe 
Ta-kuan ^'f. ( l,ow-pitched double-reed Trombone 
instrument) 
Suo-na double-reed instrument) Trumpet 
. M u - c h ' i n Z、亏 ( x y l o p h o n e ) Xylophone 
Ta-ku 大 (big d r u m ) Timpani 
H s i a o - k u小 球 （ s m a l l drum) Little Drum 
Tiao-po 核 ( s u s p e n d e d cymbal) Cymbal 
P 'eng-ling 柔iM (bells) Triangle 
P ' i - p ' a ^ ^ , San-hsien 多 钱 ， J u a n f L Mandolin, 
(different types of plucked lutes) Handola 
and Cheng 等 ( p l u c k e d zither) and Guitar 
Figure 1 The function of instruments in a Chinese orchestra 
equivalent to those in a Western orchestra 
Furthermore, a Chinese orchestral player should have the ability 
to sight-read and to follow the instructions of the conductor. 9 
Repertoire played by this orchestra included Chinese instrumental 
pieces in various media such as solos, chamber music (hs iao-tsu'J、 
ig)， Chinese orchestra playing in unison, solos with accompaniment 
and Chinese symphonies. Obviously, Kao intended to distinguish 
between unison playing and Chinese symphonies since a symphonic 
9 Ibid. 
7 
piece is written with instruments not playing the same melody. 
The orchestra.had over one hundred players,lo After the 
t 
establishment of the first modernized Chinese folk orchestra, 
there was a-period of trial and error for the following two 
decades.ii 
1^2.2 Period of Evolotion 
Since 1949, the Chinese Communist Party has ruled mainland 
China. The Chinese orchestra has grown rapidly under the 
systematic advocacy of the government. The government's target 
of advocating the Chinese orchestra is to make this musical 
practice a powerful tool for propaganda. The first Chinese 
orchestra established after 1949 was the orchestra of the Central 
Broadcasting Station in Beijing (Chung-yang jen-min kuang-po-
tien-t'ai min-tsu-yueh-1' uan t 关人 舞 術 母 4 in 
1953-12 This orchestra was divided into four sections: bowed 
strings, plucked strings, winds and percussion. Repertoire 
played included large ensemble pieces (ta-he-tsou 大 合 秦 ） ， s m a l l 
ensemble pieces and solos with chamber or orchestral 
accompaniment. This orchestra became the model for most other 
Ibid- pp.86-87. 
11 Han Kuo-huang 钱 阁 脉 ， " T h e Modern Chinese Orchestra," 
Asian Music, 1979(11) . p.17. 
H u ^ g Hsiang-p'eng-^ ^ , Chung-kuo yin-yueh nien-
chien (Beijing: Wen-hua yi-shu ch'u—pan-she 
士)jl^  方二，1987), p . 3 2 0 . 务 
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orchestras in C h i n a . Since the fifties, specialists in mainland 
China have improved, revived and -invented a number of Chinese 
orchestral instruments, such as the improved p ' ai-sheng 辦 望 ， 
P'ai-ku 
and keyed wind instruments, the newly invented the 
, a n d the revived p ien-chung,洛後（a set of b e l l s ) . 
In conclusion, the basic characteristics that distinguish 
modern Chinese orchestral practice from trad5.tional music are as 
follow: 
» 
i. the orchestra is divided into four sections similar to 
those of the Western symphony orchestra; 
ii. players must follow a conductor； 
iii. full scores and parts are used； 
iv. musical notations include cipher notation 
and five-line staves； 
V . m u s i c i a n s can p l a y at sight； 
vi. music is composed with reference to theories of the 
Western classical tradition, e.g. the concept of 
vertical harmony and horizontal counterpoint. 
It is likely that the above characteristics are borrowed from 
Western musical practice. Therefore, the "modernized" Chinese 
orchestra is, to a certain extent, the Westernization of Chinese 
instrumental practice. 
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Chinese Orchestras in Hong Kong 
Hong Kong, located on the southeastern coast of C h i n a , has a 
population which is over 96% C h i n e s e . I t is natural that, 
due to close communication with 七he People's Republic of C h i n a , 
artistic practices in Hong Kong may follow those in the m a i n l a n d . 
The Chinese orchestre,! tradition which first emerged in Hong Kong 
in the fifties was borrowed from that in mainland C h i n a . 
. Most of the Chinese orchestras in mainland China are 
government-run organizations, and players are professional. 
Amateur Chinese instrumental playing is mostly in traditional 
ensembles, such as s z u - c h u 放 竹 ( s t r i n g [silk] and wind [bamboo]) 
and ch tj ( w i n d a n d p e r c u s s i o n ) e n s e m b l e t r a d i t i o n s , and in 
the accompaniment for shuo - ch ' ang 级略（singing narrative) and hsi-
c h ' u ^ ^ (opera). However, in 七he case of Hong Kong, before 1977 
the Chinese orchestras were mostly amateur organizations. 
As mentioned before, the beginning of this instrumental 
tradition in Hong Kong occured about twenty years later than that 
in main land China, and the number of amateur Chinese orchestra 
and instrumental groups in educational institutes in the 
seventies was exceptionally large. Hitherto, the most 
interesting question is what caused this bloom of amateur Chinese 
orchestral practice in Hong Kong, especially in the seventies. 
13 S. Young, Aims and Policy for Social Welfare in Hong 
Kong (revised), (Hong Kong Government [Approved by the 
Legislative Council], 1965), p.5. 
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1.4 Limitations and Scope 
This thesis will focus on the activities of amateur Chinese 
orchestras- in the seventies. Various aspects to be discussed in 
detail include establishment, aims and objectives, headquarters, 
financial concerns, and the various activities and problems of 
these orchestras . Basically, we are concerned vjith all amateur 
Chinese orchestras. However, in order to obtain a more tangible 
.view of the amateur Chinese orchestras, there are cases studies 
on three representative amateur Chinese orchestras in the 
sevent ies. 
1-5 Translation and Transliteration 
There are many Chinese characters, sentences and names of 
persons and organizations in this thesis. Basically, two 
different types of transliteration are used. One is the Mandarin 
Wade-Giles System, Another is the Cantonese system used for 
identity cards of citizens of Hong Kong: for example, another 
transliteration of the esteemed p'i-p'a player Lu P'ei-yuen ( 忘 
麻 ) ， i n the style that is used in identity cards, is Lui Pui-
11 
yuen。 
In general, the Cantonese system will be used for proper 
names. Wade-Giles transliterations will be given in the 
following ci-rcumstances : 
i。 Chinese sentences which are used as slogans; 
ii。 Famous musicians who came from mainland China and/or 
whose names are commonly transliterated with Wade-
Giles; 
iii. Titles of concerts, journals and bulletins in the 
bibliography, footnotes and appendices; 
iv. Titles of Chinese books and organizations that have no 
. English names given. 
14 Actually, the Cantonese system is a habit of 
transliterating Cantonese pronounciations rather than a well 
established system. However, it has more or less a consistant 
style. 
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CHAPTER 2 CHINESE INSTRUMENTAL ACTIVITIES IN HONG KONG 
BEFORE 1970. 
• 
With the special historical background of Hong Kong, 
citizens can easily access to Chinese music traditions. Before 
examining amateur Chinese orchestral activities in Hong Kong in 
the seventies, it is important to have some knowledge concerning 
the background of Hong Kong, and to glance over amateur Chinese 
instrumental activities in Hong Kong before the seventies. 
2-1 Historical Background of Hong Kong 
Hong Kong is a city comprised of Hong Kong Island, Kowloon 
Peninsula, the New Territories and 235 islands (including Lantau 
Island), located on the south-eastern coast of China with an area 
13 
of about 1040 square kilometers. Although Hong Kong is a Chinese 
society, it is a colony of Britain. Hong Kong Island was ceded 
to Britain under the .'Convention of Chuanpi" in 1841 and Kcmloon 
peninsula up to Boundary Street was leased to Britain perpetually 
under the "Convention of Beijing', in 1860. Eventually, according 
to another Convention of Beijing in 1898, the New Territories 
plus 235 islands were leased for 89 years.i According to the 
Joint Declaration by Britain and the P e o p l e R e p u b l i c of China 
.in 1984 ( 系 渐 令 缚 明 ），Hong Kong is to be returned to the 
People's Republic of China in 1997.2 
Hong Kong is one of the most densely populated cities in the 
world. With an area of only 1040 square kilometers, Hong Kong 
currently has a population of over five million, of which 85% 
live in urban areas which comprise only one tenth of the total 
area (about 100 kilometers).3 Although it is a colony of 
1 Peter Dally, Hong Kong Time Bomb (Cheltenham：British 
Anti-Communist Council, 1984), p . 1 0 . 
2 Fred S Armentrout (ed. ), Living in Hong Kong (The 
American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong, 1989), pp.4-5. 
？ Cheng Te-liang K , Hsien-tai hsiang-kang ching-chi 
？ 瘦 敌 瑪 ( B e i j i n g : Chung-kuo ts'ai-cheng ching-chi ch'u-
pan-she % 1982), p.l; Aj Youngson, Hong Kong 
Economic Growth and Policy (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 
1 9 8 2 ) ， p . T h e population of Hong Kong in various decades was 
as follows: 
1951 2 million 
1961 3 million 
1971 4 million 
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Britain, over 98% of the citizens are Chinese,^ Therefore, it 
is natural that Chinese musical traditions can be found in Hong 
Kong. 
2-2 Chinese Orchestral Activities in Hong Kong Before the 
1970's 
In the early fifties, no performances by Chinese orchestras 
could be found. Chinese instrumental music other than in the 
above two contexts, was usually solos, duets or trios in variety 
shows with various types of performances such as dance and vocal 
music. 
In 1953 [or 1954], an artistic group from mainland China 
visited Hong Kong,5 and performed "The East is Red" (Tung-fang-
hung if. ^  x^Z. ) and some arranged Cantonese p i e c e s . 6 The 
• 4 S. Young, Aims and Policy for Social Welfare in Hong Kong 
(Revised) (Hong Kong Government [Approved by the Legislative 
Council], 1965), p.5. 
5 According to Dong Ct^r, this group was called the "Chung-
kuo yi-shu-t'uan \t M 'H •• (the Artistic Group from China). 
The exact year the group visited Hong Kong was not certain. 
However, according to Dong Chor, it was around 1953 or 1954. (See 
footnote 8 for details about Dong Chor). 
6 .'.The East is Red" is a song and dance epic of the Chinese 
Revolution by a group of composers in communist China after 1949. 
According to an Dong Chor, this arranged Cantonese music 
was more or less in the traditional style with some addition of 
counter melodies. 
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performance of this Cantonese music ensemble group stimulated 
amateur Chinese instrumental activities in Hong Kong in the 
fifties. The amateur players who had attended the concert 
appreciated the performance of the Cantonese music very much, and 
two amateur players: Wan Luen-wah ( 祸 _ ) and Lam Fung ( 机 
)5L),7 set up a Cantonese music ensemble with some other players 
shortly after this performance, This amateur group marked the 
beginning of amateur Chinese instrumental ensemble playing in 
« 
Hong Kong. 
At nearly the same time, Chinese instruments were added into 
Western orchestras for playing solo melodies during film music 
recording. This led to the emergence of the ensemble group of 
the Southern China Film Industry United Association 
in 1957. This group, with only eight players, was led 
by Dong Chor ( 東 本 习 ） . e In 1959, the number of players was 
increased to thirty (including players of bowed strings, plucked 
stings, winds and percussion) and performed in a Concert of Folk 
Music (Min-tsu yin-yiieh-hui ^ 欢 、 赛 令 ) t o raise funds to 
build educational and recreational headquarters in the Kung-jen 
7 Wan Luen-wah was the leading ti-tzu player of the 
orchestra of the Chinese Clerks' Association. 
Lam Fung had been the principle p'i-p'a player of the 
professional Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra from 1977 to the middle 
of the eighties. 
® Dong Chor cane to Hong Kong from mainland China in the 
1950‘s. He was the conductor of the earliest amateur Chinese 
orchestra, that of the Southern China Film Industry Association 
established in the 1950's. In the fifties, Dong Chor came to 
Hong Kong from mainland China. He has also been the conductor of 
the Chinese orchestra of the Chinese Clerks‘ Association. 
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chu-le-pu X (The w o r k e r s ' club) .9 This ensemble 
group was then called the Chinese Orchestra of the Southern China 
Film Industry United Association and became the first established 
amateur Chinese orchestra in Hong K o n g . Another amateur Chinese 
orchestra established in the fifties was the Wang Kwong Chinese 
Orchestra 
Although this orchestra was 
established in 1958, it was actually an ensemble group rather 
than an orchestra during the late fifties.lo 
t 
According to informants, some music scores published in 
mainland China were available in the late fifties. Figure 2 
shows two scores published in mainland China in 七he fifties. 
. Concert program. Concert of Folk Music (Min-tsu yin-yueh-
hui bX^  认 今 教 1 ) presented by Chan Pui-see ( p J M丨 J i g ), Ng 
Tat-piu ( 步 、 ； ^ 序 免 ) a n d Beraga (々：jfi 格 ） ， P o Hing Cinema (J^ ^ yft' 
ftL ), F e b r u ^ y 22, 1959. 
lo Although it is hard to define Chinese ensemble group and 
Chinese orchestra, the term Chinese ensemble in this thesis 
refers to an instrumental group without a conductor and with 
smaller number of players (usually not more than twenty) than a 
Chinese orchestra, which may have up to sixty players. 
For details of the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra, see 
chapter 4 below. 
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Figure 2 Two scores published in mainland China in 
the 50's 
Notwithstanding the above scores, the repertoire played in the 
fifties was mostly locally arranged pieces, since most of the 
scores from main land China were too difficult for the players. 
Esteemed amateur musicians by whom most of the pieces were 
arranged included Dong Chor and two other musicians, Yue Luen ("5" 
為 ） a n d Cheung Wing-sau ( ^ ). 
In the sixties there were only three amateur Chinese 
orchestras (or, more precisely, Chinese instrumental ensemble 
groups) : the Chinese instrumental group of the Young Women's 
Christian Association ( 、f 寿 名 ^ M^ ^ | 树 今 寸 条 if] ) established 
in 1962 ； the Chinese Clerks' Association Chinese Orchestra ( 許 人 
established in 1965 and the Radio Hong Kong Chinese 
Orchestra 
established in the middle of the 
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sixties. The ensemble of the Young Women's Christian Association 
was originally, an ” interest group" (hsing-ch'u hsiao-tsu 4 4 
•» 
、各庄 ） f o r learning harmonica and some Chinese instruments. 11 
The ensemble, of the Chinese C l e r k s ' Association was a group 
founded by leading members of the first Chinese orchestra of the 
Southern China Film Industry United Association, and the Radio 
Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra was an amateur orchestra sponsored by 
Radio Hong Kong for recording Chinese music radio programs. 
However, some Chinese instrumental groups were also established 
in schools and colleges in the sixties, such as those of the 
Diocesan Boys' School, St. Louis School, Heung To Middle School 
and New Asia College. 
During this period, the most important achievement in 
Chinese instrumental playing was the increase in the number of 
players. According to Dong Chor, Wan Luen-wah and Ho Pik-kin ({^ 
J 
leading figures of the Chinese orchestras of the Chinese 
Clerks ‘ Association and of the former Southern China Film 
Industry United Association, began to teach the members of the 
Chinese Clerks' Association how to play Chinese instruments; 
after a certain period of time, an ensemble group was set up• 
Eventually, the number of players was large enough to form an 
orchestra in the middle of the sixties. Another reason for 
establishing an orchestra in the Chinese Clerks‘ Association was 
11 Tang Wing — Cheung、蟹f iK 、！？ （ ed . ) , Nu-ch 'ing-chung-yueh-
t 'uan erh-shih-chou-nien c/ri-nie/7-te-众’a/7 卞 爷 今 祥 1零二 "t i^L^^ i已念、li^ 
千丨J [Souvenir book of 20th anniversary of the Chinese Orchestra 
of the Young Women's Christian Association] (Hong Kong, 1983). 
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that the Southern China Film Industry United Association was 
supposed to be an association with various recreational 
activities whose players should be staff members of the Southern 
China Film Industry Company. Therefore, Chinese instrumental 
playing could not be the dominant activity of the association, 
and since the source of players was very limited, the orchestra 
could hardly enroll enough players. As a result, the newly-
formed Chinese instrumental group of the Chinese Clerks' 
Association became another venue for dissatisfied players from 
the Southern China Film Industry United Association. 
Although the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra has organized 
instrumental classes since the seventies, members of the 
orchestra also taught their friends how to play Chinese 
instruments. The instrumental group of the Young Women's 
Christian Association began to have instrumental classes in 
1969.13 Furthermore, the Chinese instrumental groups in 
secondary schools and New Asia College were also places for 
training new players. According to the list printed on Cheng 
12 These players were both clerks and staff members of the 
Chinese orchestra of the Southern China Film Industry United 
Association. Furthermore, the source of players for the Chinese 
orchestra of 七he Chinese Clerks‘ Association was much larger than 
that of the Southern China Film Industry United Association, 
since all Chinese clerks and their children could be members of 
the association. 
13 Tang Wing-cheung 患 （ed. )， Nu-ch 'ing-chung~yueh-
t 'uan erh-shih-chou-nien chi-nien-te-k 'an -jt ^ ^Jjt： ij 二 卞 ^IL專‘已怎 
列 [Souvenir book of the 20th anniversary of the Chinese ” 
Orchestra of the Young Women's Christian Association] (Hong Kong, 
1983). 
" 港 中 文 大 學 園 當 你 敌 i f ] 
— — •,、* 1 
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Hok-yan‘s thesis, there were Chinese instrumental ensemble groups 
in five secondary schools and the two universities. Many of the 
、 
students in these group became leading players in later amateur 
Chinese orchestras.^^ 
Before 1964, there were no concerts consisting solely of 
Chinese instrumental music by amateur Chinese instrumental 
players. The first concert in which only Chinese instrumental 
pieces were performed was a concert called "Concert of for all 
Chinese Music" ( kuo-yiieh yen-tsou-hui ) i n 1959. 
However, there were still many Chinese instrumental performances 
in variety shows in cinemas and auditoriums of schools and other 
organizations, and scores from mainland China were available in 
book stores in Hong Kong. Since the middle of the sixties, more 
and more main land Chinese musical compositions became popular in 
the repertoire played by the amateur Chinese orchestras. This 
development could be a sign of progress in instrumental playing 
technique among amateur players. 
In the fifties and early sixties, Chinese instrumental music 
was basically in the form of traditional ensembles such as 
Cantonese music. Therefore , the musical compositions with simple 
harmony or counter melodies were called "new arrangements.” In 
the sixties, these new compositions became the main repertoire. 
Cheng Hok-yan 读If’叟人二 ， The Historical Development of 
Modern Chinese Na t ion a I Orchestra — — — From May Fourth Mo vein en t to 
N o w (Unpublished undergraduate thesis, the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, 1984), pp.140-141. 
See chapter 3 for more details concerning players from 
these instrumental groups. 
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Undoubtedly, many of these new compos it ions were specially 
arranged for modernized Chinese orchestra. With the change of 
repertoire in the amateur Chinese instrumental ensembles and 
orchestras - in Hong Kong in the sixties, the practice of the 
modernized Chinese orchestra which originated in mainland China 
in the thirties gradually became popular. Concert performance 
practice was changed in the sixties from items in variety shows 
• 
to concerts consisting only of Chinese instrumental music, and 
performing venues were also changed from cinemas to concert halls 
and to the theatre in City Hall. 
The fifties was a period of emergence of the modernized 
Chinese Orchestra in Hong Kong, and it was promoted by a limited 
number of players such as Dong Chor, Cheung Wing-shau and Yue 
Luen. In the sixties, amateur Chinese instrumental activities 
developed rapidly and sowed the seeds for the bloom of amateur 
Chinese orchestras in the seventies. 
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CHAPTER 3 AMATEUR CHINESE ORCHESTRAS IN THE 1970'S 
A new era of Chinese orchestral activities emerged in the 
197Crs. Although there had been some amateur Chinese orchestras 
before 1970, the number of existing orchestras in the seventies 
was much larger than that of the fifties and sixties. More than 
ten orchestras were established during the seventies and nearly 
all of them became very active. The main difference between 七he 
seventies and the earlier periods was the emergence of 
government-run Chinese musical organizations and the professional 
Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra. Generally speaking, the seventies 
was a decade of flourishing in amateur Chinese instrumental 
activities. The amateur Chinese orchestras were very active in 
offering concerts in different halls and instrumental classes for 
new players, and in attempting to keep in contact with other 
amateur Chinese orchestras. With reference to the needs of Hong 
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Kong, even the government has paid more attention to Chinese 
orchestral activities than before. 
、 
Not counting the Chinese instrumental groups in colleges and 
secondary schools, there were only 5 amateur Chinese orchestras 
established before 1970, and two of the five were semi-
professional groups.工 These orchestras were as follows:2 
• 
i. The Chinese orchestra of the Southern China Fi3 Ef-
Industry United Association ^ ^ ^ ^ 
今 ) i n 1957; 
ii. Young Women's Christian Association Chinese group in 
1964;3 
iii. Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra in 1958; 
iv. The Chinese orchestra^ of the Chinese Clerks‘ 
Association ( 辞 人 文 \ 十夕力, ) i n the 1960's;^ 
V- The Chinese orchestra of Radio Hong Kong ( 本 々 、 趣 fe t^ii⑶ 
f 务 ) i n the 1950's; 
Most of the players in these five orchestras were also members of 
1 "Semi-professional" here refers to orchestras in which the 
members will receive payment for each performance or studio 
recording. Semi-professional orchestras are different from fully 
professional orchestras in that the players of the professional 
orchestras receive monthly salaries, while those of the semi-
professional orchestras are paid according to the number of 
concerts and rehearsals they have attended. 
2 See Chapter 2 for details. 
. . 3 The Young Women's Christian Association Chinese group was 
originally a music group with members playing harmonica. The 
members began to play Chinese musical instrumental instruments 
and the group was renamed the "Chinese instrumental group." 
Before^1973, the group was led by leading players. Since 1973, 
an administrative committee was formed. 
4 Hereafter, to be referred to the Chinese Clerks' 
Association. 
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other amateur Chinese organizations. The Chinese groups in 
colleges and secondary schools were other organizations that ‘ 
provided players for amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies. 
Although the total number of Chinese instrumental groups in these 
colleges and schools is unknown, there were several outstanding 
groups, and many students who played in these groups later became 
‘七he ordinary members or even leading figures in amateor Chinese 
orchestras in the seventies. Examples of these amateur players 
are as follows: 
From the Diocesan Rovs' Snhonl ( 极 為 瑪 惠 ) ： 
Leung Chi-cheung (壤 7 ^ 、 聰 ) — — a yang-ch'in player, pioneer 
of the Yau Yue Chinese O r c h e s t r a , 5 became the 
Chairman of the committee of the orchestra for many 
years. ^ 
Wong Kin-wai ( 1 、 爲 勺 為 ) — — a leading erh-hu player in the 
Hong Kong Youth Music Society, player in the Hong Kong 
Chinese Orchestra, currently the music director of the 
Macau Chinese Orchestra (since 1987). 
Li Ying-wai ( 吃 美 作 ) 
leading p'i-p'a player in the Yau 
Yue Chinese Orchestra. 
Yiu Muk-hing ( 饿 水 身 ) — — a n important ti-tzu and 
percussion player in the Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra and 
the Wah Sing Chinese Folk Orchestra. 
From thf^ St.Pau] BovPi School ( 重 條 另 • f l ): 
Kwan Wing-keung ( 閣 永 ？ 务 ) — — a leading figure in the Hong 
Kong Youth Music Society, and an important member of 
the Music Club of the University of Hong Kong in the 
1970's- Kwan has been a conductor of the Hong Kong 
Youth Music Society and has played different 
instruments. 
Chan Kwok-fai (〒柬 ij] t 專 ) — — o n e of the pioneers of the Hong 
Kong Youth Music Society and instructor for the Music 
5 The Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra is an amateur Chinese 
orchestra established in 1974. 
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Office,6 He entered and graduated from the Shanghai 
Conservatory of Music in the 1980's. 
From the Heung To Middle Snhool ( ^ ^^ )： 。 
Yim Kwun-fat ( 水 後 赞 ) - - - l a t e r became an instructor in 
several secondary schools. 
Yue Chiu-for li)<i ) — — p i o n e e r of the Sing Fai Chinese 
Folk Orchestra ( -巧 绝（f) ) . He graduated from 
the Central Conservatory of Music and came back to Hong 
Kong in 1983. He is now a kao-hu player in the Hong 
‘ Kong Chinese Orchestra. 
总：^ __(• secondary Rchnnl ^ ： 
Kwan Ping-man ( 阁 章 文 ) instructor for the Music Off ice 
and pioneer of the Pui Sing Music Institute 
；fx )in the 197Crs.7 窃 ^ 
3.1 Establishment 
Twelve amateur Chinese orchestras were established in the 
seventies. They were as follows: 
Name of amateur Chinese orchestra Year established 
Pui Sing Music Institute 1970 
卞％ j^、無 ^ ^^X 
Hong Kong,Chinese Folk Orchestra 1972 
8 The Music Off ice is a government-run organization 
established in October 1977 in Hong Kong. See Chapter 6 for 
details. 
7 The Pui Sing Music Institute (disbanded in 1979) was an 
institution that 
originally had a choir, a Chinese orchestra, a 
Western ensemble and instrumental classes (mostly Chinese musical 
instruments). 
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Hong Kong Youth Chinese Folk Orchestra 1973 
Hong Kong Youth Music Society 1974 
Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra 1974 
The Horizon Cultural Society 1976 
Tsuen Wan .Youth Chinese Orchestra 1976 
跨 4 号 > 冲态、If] 
Chinese instrumental group of 1976 
the New Generation • 斤 - H f 舉 i i i 
Wah Sing Chinese Folk Orchestra 1978 
^ ^ a If 
Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra 1978 
Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra 1978 
The Music Lovers' Chinese Orchestra 1979 
4 雄 蝶 i f ] 
The Wah Sing Folk Orchestra is said to be a semi-professional 
orchestra. However, the orchestra can also be grouped as an 
amateur Chinese orchestra because a large portion of the players 
came from other amateur Chinese orchestras such as the Chinese 
Clerks‘ Association, Heung To Middle School, the former Southern 
Chinese Film Industry Association and even the Hong Kong Youth 
Chinese Orchestra. The players from these orchestras are 
involved in the Wah Sing Chinese Folk Orchestra in the same way 
as in other amateur Chinese orchestras, although they are paid 
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for each performance.Q The Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra is 
organized by the Music Office but nearly all the players came 
from various amateur Chinese musical organizations in Hong Kong 
when the Music Office was newly established. This orchestra is 
supposed to have two aims: 
« 
First, to provide Chinese orchestral activities for the 
outstanding students froK the instrumental classes offered by the 
Husiu Office. There are some Music Office-run "District Youth 
Chinese O r c h e s t r a s、 他 S 戈 碎 续 f"fl ) in different district 
sub—offices, including 七he Island Youth Orchestra,七he East— 
Kowloon Youth Orchestra and the West-Kowloon Youth Orchestra. 
Undoubtedly, the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra has enrolled 
the best players. 
Second, it is a government-run youth Chinese orchestra for 
any young players under 23 who have reached a certain 
instrumental playing standard. It is obvious that when it was 
newly established, the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra 
contained mainly players who came from other amateur Chinese 
orchestras, since it was too early to have outstanding students 
who had been trained in the instrumental classes of the Music 
Office. 
8 Nevertheless, the Wah Sing Chinese Folk Orchestra did 
have some players whose motivation is to earn money before. 
These players are usually those from the mainland China. 
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3.2 Ains and Objectives 
Nearly all of the amateur Chinese orchestras have similar 
aims: to provide a place for those young people who are fond of 
.Chinese music (here means Chinese instrumental music), to promote 
and publicize Chinese music to Hong Kong people， and to promote 
Chinese musical culture. These aims (or objectives); written in 
the constitutions, were hard to achieve. In reality, the musical 
activities, such as rehearsals and performances, are what the 
members of the amateur Chinese orchestras are interested in. 
Also, the aims written in the constitutions of most amateur 
Chinese orchestras concern youth because, especially in the 
seventies, the amateur players were mostly students or those 
under thirty. 
3.3 Headquarters 
It was nearly impossible for every amateur Chinese orchestra 
to have its own headquarters. The extremely high rental fees or 
purchase price for a place adequate for orchestral rehearsals 
(with at least 800 to 1000 square feet) can hardly be afforded by 
most of the amateur Chinese orchestras. Furthermore, it was not 
an easy task for an amateur Chinese orchestra to look for a 
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suitable place in such a densely populated city as Hong Kong. 
Under such harsh conditions, the only way to solve this problem 
was to borrow places from colleges, secondary schools or other 
organization's in Hong Kong through special relationships. 
However, these kinds of headquarters usually can last for only a 
short period of time. Therefore, amateur Chinese orchestras have 
to change their headquarters frequently. The headquarters of the 
Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra has been changed nine times and that 
of the Hong Kong Youth Music Society six times since the year 
established.9 Nevertheless, there are amateur Chinese musical 
organizations that have their own headquarters, such as the Pui 
Sing Music Institute, the Horizon Cultural Society, the Chinese 
Clerks‘ Association and the Chinese music group of the Young 
Women's Christian Association. The Pui Sing Music Institute and 
the Chinese Clerks' Association were able to buy their own 
headquarters since these two orchestras were established rather 
early and each had a certain amount of savings. Together with 
the Horizon Cultural society, these three organizations bought 
their own headquarters at extraordinarily low prices through 
certain special circumstance.lo There was no doubt that the 
9 The headquarters of the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra and 
the Hong Kong Youth Music Society will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
The headquarters of the Pui Sing Music Institute is 
located near the boundary between Wanchai and Causeway Bay which, 
in the 1970 ‘ s, was geographically speaking a transitional ar ea 
near the center of an urban area, Central. Land prices in this 
area are usually lower. The headquarters was the top floor of a 
very old residential building, and therefore the price was low 
enough for the Pui Sing Music Institute to buy it. The Yuk Fai 
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Young Women's Christian Association, an international 
organization, could offer a place for its Chinese instrumental 
group. ’ 
* 
3 .4 Econonic Situation 
Membership fees are one of the main financial sources for 
amateur Chinese orchestras. However, none of their membership 
fee were over a hundred dollars per year. Other income included 
the payments or profits from performances that were presented by 
the Urban Council and by the Music Office's "Music For the 
Mill ions."11 Usually, every amateur Chinese orchestra will 
organize concerts itself. These concerts are likely to provide a 
net profit which becomes another financial source. Except for 
the semi-professional orchestras, all the profits earned by the 
orchestras are used for ordinary expenditures of 七he orchestra or 
funding for a permanent headquarters. The Royal Hong Kong Jockey 
Cultural Association and Chinese Clerks' Association bought also 
in similar situations. 
n Music For the Millions (MFM) is a series of concerts 
presented by the Music Office of Hong Kong. The aim of these 
concerts is to bring music to everyone in Hong Kong. Performing 
venues include schools, parks, factories, community centers and 
hospitals. By May 1983, the Music Office had offered over 1,950 
concerts. 
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Club has established a music fund for all musical 
o r g a n i z a t i o n s , 1 2 a n d many of the musical instruments of some 
amateur Chinese orchestras were purchased by using this music 
fund. . 
3-5 Adninistrative Structure 
According to the laws of Hong Kong, each government-
registered non-profit-making organization must have its 
constitution and be registered under the names of three 
administrative committee members who are over 21. Every 
government-registered organization has a committee with members 
having various responsibilities. The normal committee of an 
amateur Chinese orchestra consists of a chairman, a secretary, a 
financial secretary and secretaries for particular affairs such 
as musical activities, recreational activities, internal and 
external public relations, and instrumental classes. The 
12 Chung Yiu-man m it 支,Cheung Mei-chu ？ 表 休 and Li 
Chung-kin ,Min-yueh tsai hsiang-kang ^ ^： fit. ^ 
(Chinese Folk music in Hong Kong), (Unpublished senior seminar 
paper of Chung Chi College, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
1974)， pp.20-21. The Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club donated 
HK$10,000,000 for the establishment of the^ Royal Hong Kong Jockey 
Club Music Trust Fund ( 為 ； 圣 項 4 蝶 代 為 衾 ) . T h i s fund aims 
to promote musical activities in Hong Kong through issuing 
scholarships for students to study music or dance abroad, and to 
provide financial aid for any professional or amateur artistic 
organizations in Hong Kong. 
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committee members are normally to be changed every year by 
election. Decisions on musical activities (such as rehearsals 
and concerts) and non-musical affairs will be made by the 
.committee during meetings. There is also an Annual General 
Meeting for all members. The main purposes of the Annual G e n e r a l 
Meeting is to elect new committee members and, if necessary^ to 
make decisions which cannot be made by the committee, such as 
future developments or directions, disqualifying members or 
changing the content of the constitution. 
3.6 Membership and Players 
Members of amateur Chinese orchestras come from various age 
groups and social classes ranging from secondary school students 
up to adults from the administrative classes of society. Of 
course, some amateur Chinese orchestras have their limitations on 
membership qualifications. For example, all the members of the 
Chinese instrumental group of the Young Women's Christian 
Association should also be the members of the association, and 
the members of the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra must be 
under twenty-three. In the late seventies, those who were over 
twenty-three would be advised to enter the Wang Kwong Chinese 
Orchestra since the orchestra had a good relationship with the 
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Music Office. 
3-6.1 Profession, Nunber, and Background of Menbers and 
Players 
t 
In the seventies (especially the early seventies) the 
members of amateur Chinese orchestras were mainly students from 
colleges and secondary Bohools who came from the Chinese 
instrumental groups of these schools. Usually, they were members 
of both amateur Chinese orchestras and the Chinese instrumental 
group they originally came from. A number of members in the Yau 
Yue Chinese Orchestra were formerly students at the Diocesan 
Boys‘ School, where the headquarters of 七he Yau Yue Chinese 
Orchestra was located. These members were once the players of 
both the Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra and 七he Diocesan Boys' School 
Chinese group. Many students of Hong Kong Polytechnic were also 
important players in various amateur Chinese orchestras. The 
number of members varied from time to time. For instance, the 
Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra had thirty to forty members in 1973-
74 and about a hundred and fifty in 1977, and the Hong Kong Youth 
Music Society had not more than forty members before 1975 but 
over one hundred and twenty in the late seventies. 
It is necessary to distinguish between the players and the 
members. In some cases the numbers of registered members and of 
13 The Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra had a friendly 
relationship with the Music Office because ^they had invited the 
senior music officer, Tong Leung-tak ( 良 ) [T'ang Liang-
te], to be conductor several times in the late 70's. 
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the players actually performing in concerts are not identical. 
Some members may not, participate in activities of the orchestra 
or are just involved for a very short time。 For example, some 
« 
members of the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra who had formerly been 
players no longer participated in ordinary activities, but were 
willing to pay the membership fees and remain members of the 
orchestra. In 1977, there were at most about 80 players in each 
concert by the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra； which had 150 
registered members. This was because the other members were 七he 
students of the instrumental classes and those long-term members 
who were no longer involved in any activities. Such a situation 
would most likely take place in amateur Chinese orchestras 
established before or during the early seventies, such as the Pui 
Sing Music Institute, the Chinese C l e r k s ' Association and the 
Hong Kong Youth Music Society, because a certain period of time 
was needed for an amateur Chinese orchestra to have non-active 
members who still had a strong sense of belonging to the 
orchestra. Another reason for distinguishing between players and 
members is the overlapping of players in the seventies. A number 
of amateur players participated in two or more amateur Chinese 
orchestras, although they had membership in only one. They were 
so interested in Chinese instrumental playing that they preferred 
to have more rehearsals and to play more pieces by participating 
in different amateur Chinese orchestras. 
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3.6.2 Activities and Psychological Condition of the Players 
. As in any other social g r o u p , an amateur Chinese orchestra 
has a port ion of its participants who are very enthusiastic about 
being involved in and organizing the various musical or non-
musical activities. They therefore become the core members of 
the orc,hestra . These mefubers are usual ly those who have p ] syed 
in their orchestra for a certain period of Lime and are some L imes 
the committee members of the orchestra. The following may be the 
reasons why these people are enthusiastic: 
i. They have played in the orchestra for a long time or 
have been members for several years. 
i i. They are really interested in instrumental playing. 
iii. They are the best players in an amateur Chinese 
orchestra, or they at least play fairly well, so this 
makes them feel a sense of superiority or responsi-
bility for organizing and participating in the 
activities. These players are usually the conductors 
or soloists in the orchestras. 
iv. They are a very close group within the orchestra. 
Other players who are not so enthusiastic can be divided 
into two types. One type consists of newcomers who have played 
in a particular orchestra for only a short time. It is normal 
that newcomers show little involvement in the group's activities, 
even if they are interested in those activities. The other type 
consists of players who participate in several orchestras. 
Usually, they are greatly involved in music making but do not 
have a strong sense of be longing to particular orchestras. 
Nevertheless, exceptional cases can be found where there might be 
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players involved in many amateur Chinese orchestras who are 
enthusiastic in all of these orchestras. For example, Kwan Wing-
I 1 
keung, who can play several instruments, was an active member of 
the Hong Kong Youth Music Society, the Horizon Cultural Society, 
the music club of the University of Hong Kong and also the 
Chinese instrumental group of the New Generation.However, 
these players were most probably enthusiastic in only one amateur 
Chinese orchestra. Although they were already the core members 
of one particular orchestra, they could not be satisfied playing 
in only one amateur Chinese orchestra (i.e. one rehearsal a week) 
so they tried to find more chances for instrumental playing. 
It is easy to understand that the players in those we 11-
known or outstanding amateur Chinese orchestras had a sense of 
superiority and were proud of their membership in particular 
orchestras. For example, a member of the Wang Kwong Chinese 
Orchestra was proud of his membership, since that orchestra has 
been one of the most representative and outstanding amateur 
Chinese orchestras in Hong Kong, especially in the seventies. 
Also, a member of the Music Lovers' Chinese Orchestra thought 
that he was one of the best amateur musicians, since he was a 
player in the amateur Chinese orchestra with the highest 
instrumental playing level. On the other hand, the players of 
the small amateur Chinese orchestras were not likely to feel 
The New Generation was a journal published by an 
organization with the same name in the 70 's. This organization 
offered many recreational interest groups which were opened for 
young people. 
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ashamed of their membership. Nonetheless, these players would 
more or less dream of being members of those well-known • 二 
f 
orchestras, especially in the seventies. This situation might 
have been a result of immaturity, since most of the players in 
that decade were still students. 
3.7 Activities 
Rehearsals are the most fundamental activity of an amateur 
Chinese orchestra. Undoubtedly, the purpose of rehearsals is to 
prepare for performance. In order to strengthen the friendly 
relationships among members, these orchestras will also organize 
non-musical activities. 
3.7.1 Rehearsals 
Nearly all of the amateur Chinese orchestras rehearse once a 
week, and a large number rehearse on weekends or on Sunday, 
especially those orchestras with their rehearsal places in 
colleges and secondary schools. Before 1975, the Wang Kwong 
Chinese Orchestra, with its hesLdquar七ers in the Diocesan Boys' 
School, rehearsed on Sunday. After 1975, the Yau Yue Chinese 
Orchestra used the Diocesan Boys' School as headquarters and also 
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rehearsed on Sunday。 ’ The Hong Kong Youth Music Society rehearsed 
on Saturday evening because its headquarters were a kindergarten 
(Yeung Chan Community Service C e n t e r ) or a vocational training 
school (Kwun- Tong Vocational Training Center). 
Another reason for amateur Chinese orchestras to rehearse on 
Saturday or Sunday is obviously that these days are usually 
holidays, and amateur f i jisicians prefer to be involved in musical 
activities during holidays. 
In the seventies, due to the limited playing technique of 
most of the players, it took nearly ten to fifteen minutes to 
tune up the whole orchestra. However, intonation problems still 
existed, even after fifteen minutes of tuning. Normally, two or 
three pieces would be rehearsed in one rehearsal. The orchestra 
usually became familiar with a particular piece of music by going 
through the music section by section several times until the 
players were able to play at least a large portion of their 
parts. For the conductors, score reading was a major problem, 
since they were also amateur players who had not received any 
formal musical training. Therefore, one of 七he main purposes of 
the conductor in an amateur Chinese orchestra was to make the 
musicians play in more or less the same tempo. Ornamentation was 
not controlled by the conductor, although he has 七he legitimate 
right of interpretation. The wind and bowed string players were 
most likely to add ornamentation whenever they wanted to. 
In routine rehearsals, amateur Chinese orchestras mainly 
rehearsed orchestral pieces. Usually, chamber pieces such as 七he 
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so-called hsiao-tsu /)> 組 （small ensembles) and solo pieces with 
,accompaniment did not occupy the time of routine rehearsals. 
These would be rehearsed before or after routine rehearsals or on 
other days.- Furthermore, in most cases, it took less time to 
rehearse the chamber pieces； since these pieces were usually 
played by the best players of the orchestra. Amateur Chinese 
orchestras would have additional rehearsals one or two weeks 
before concerts, but would never rehearse every day, since 
amateur players have their own business and would not accept too 
many rehearsals. 
3.7.2 Perfornances 
Concert performances are the most important goal of all 
amateur Chinese orchestras throughout the year, and these have 
become the main sources of motivation for weekly rehearsals. A 
concert is meaningful to an amateur Chinese orchestra and its 
members: it is a kind of report to the public after a period of 
rehearsals and training. Each amateur Chinese orchestra tried 
very hard to strive for chances -to perform in the seventies. 
Generally speaking, formal concerts by amateur Chinese orchestras 
in halls such as those at the City Hall and Lok Yau Hall ( P^ iti 
、兮 
人 ） a t the University of Hong Kong, were common in the 
seventies. However, in the early seventies, this kind of formal 
concert could hardly be found except for those by amateur Chinese 
orchestras that were established before 1970 or in the very early 
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seventies, such as the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra, the Chinese 
•Clerks‘ Association and the Pui Sing Music Institute. 
1 
Normally, there are three kinds of concerts performed by 
amateur Chinese orchestras. The most important and formal 
concerts are those performed in City Hall and other venues such 
as the Lok Yau Hall mentioned above. The performances held in 
community centers or outdoors are less important ones. These 
concerts are usually performed under the invitations of non-
musical organizations. For example, the Hong Kong Youth 
Association ( : 其 秀 碎 场 々 ) m a y invite an amateur Chinese 
orchestra to perform in their center or elsewhere in 七heir 
particular district. The most informal concerts are the school 
concerts in the Music For Million series. These concerts are 
usually performed by not more than twenty players. Together with 
these performances, there will be demonstrations on each 
instrument by particular players. The frequency of performing in 
community centers or schools will vary from year to year and from 
orchestra to orchestra. For instance, the Hong Kong Youth Music 
Society had fourteen Music For the Millions performances from 
September 1982 to August 1983, biit only three in 1977. is 
Although the formal concerts are the most important, these 
performances are not likely to make a profit. The most 
profitable performances are the Music For the Millions concerts 
in schools, where amateur Chinese orchestras have received 
HK$1,000 per performance since 1977. 
See Figures 6 and 7 in Chapter 4. 
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In a normal concert, there are large and small ensembles, 
instrumental solos or concertos, and sometimes vocal solos. The 
initial and the last piece on the program were usually large 
ensembles.- Other pieces using other media were usually placed in 
the middle of the program. Therefore frequent changes in stage 
setting, from large group to small group or from ensemble to 
solo, were common in concerts in the seventies. 
3.7.3 Other Activities 
Besides performances and rehearsals, four other kinds of 
activities have been common in amateur Chinese orchestras since 
the seventies. Offering instrumental classes was the most 
important activity at that time. Others included p u b l i c a t i o n s , 
interflow p e r f o r m a n c e s , and recreational activities. 
3-7-3.1 Instrumental Classes 
Most of the amateur Chinese orchestras have offered 
instrumental classes since the seventies. They thought that 
instrumental classes could provide the orchestra with "new blood" 
newly trained players from instrumental classes. These 
players, trained in the instrumental classes, may become the 
leading members in the future. For example； the Yau Yue Chinese 
Orchestra began to offer instrumental classes in 1979 because the 
number of players had been decreasing since 1976, two years after 
I 
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the orchestra was established. The first amateur Chinese 
Orchestra that offered instrumental classes was the Wang Kwong 
Chinese Orchestra. In 1971, the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra 
began to offer instrumental classes on ti-tzu, p'i—p'a and erh-
hu. There are also some amateur Chinese orchestras, such as the 
Yuk Fai Cultural Association and the Pui Sing Music Institute, 
that originated from combinations of various classes on Chinese 
instruments. These two organizations already offered 
instrumental classes before the Chinese orchestra was set up. 
Instrumental classes did provide many new amateur players. 
Many outstanding players in the late seventies and the eighties 
were formerly the students in these instrumental classes of 
various amateur Chinese organizations, including the classes in 
some secondary schools such as those mentioned above. Usually, 
there were classes of only five different instruments: ti-tzu, 
p'i-p'a, erh-hu, yang-ch‘in and liu-ch‘in. Players of various 
instruments in the orchestra usually learned to play one of these 
instruments first and adopt other instruments later. For 
example, a suo-na or sheng player might have originally been a 
ti-tzu player, and one might play' p'i-p'a or liu-ch'in before 
becoming a Juan player. Similarly, one must learn to play erh-hu 
before playing kao-hu, pan-hu and chung-hu. 
After the late seventies, the numbers of students in various 
instrumental classes began to decrease, and eventually, after the 
middle of the eighties, few students could be recruited. In the 




amateur Chinese orchestras. According to informants, the large 
number of instrumental classes offered by the Music Office has 
distracted musicians from the classes of the amateur Chinese 
orchestras.- This was because the Music Office was more 
attractive for it is a government-run organization with better 
teachers and materials, and the parents would rather let their 
chiIdren learn Chinese instruments in a government organization 
than in an amateur Chinese orchestra. However, regardless of this 
opinion, the growth and collapse of the instrumental classes 
offered by an amateur Chinese orchestras is likely to follow that 
of the orchestra itself. 
3.7.3.2 Interflow Performances (kuan-no-hui ^ )16 
In order to improve the individual instrumental techniques 
of players and to provide chances for players to perform solo 
pieces, many amateur Chinese orchestras organized performances 
among members. This kind of performance is called ” 叙 々 •• 
(interflow performance). Usually, solo and small ensemble pieces 
were played. The earliest interflow performance can be traced 
back to 1968. It was organized in the Chinese instrumental group 
of the Young Women's Christian Association. In later years, many 
other amateur Chinese orchestras have planned to organize 
interflow performances at least once a year. However, such 
The Chinese term has no direct English equivalent. 
Nevertheless, the term ”interflow performances" is rather similar 
in meaning to that of " kuan-mo-hui . 
• 
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planning could only be maintained for a few years. 
3-7-3.3 Publications and Recreational activities 
Not many amateur Chinese organizations have p u b l i c a t i o n s , 
but some circular-type journals can be found.^^ These 
publications are usually in the form of journals or n e w s l e t t e r s . 
Contents include musical and non-musical essays. However, 
Figure 3 shows some excellent bulletins published by amateur 
Chinese orchestras in the early eighties (left： Journal of Wang 
Kwong; middle: Souvenir book of the 20七h anniversary of the 
Chinese orchestra of the Young Women's Christian Association; 
right: Souvenir book of the 10th anniversary of the Yau Yue 
Chinese Orchestra). 




Figure 3 Publications of three different amateur 
Chinese orchestras 
It is natural that recreational activities are important to 
any group of young people. Amateur Chinese orchestras frequently 
organize activities such as barbecues, hiking, camping and indoor 
collective games. 
3-8 Repertoire and Music Scores 
Before discussing the pieces the amateur Chinese orchestras 




the music scores.i® Most of the scores can be bought from book 
shops that mainly sell publications from main land China after 
1949 (the year the Chinese Communist Party took over the 
country).19- (See Fig.4) 
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Figure 4 Scores published in mainland China 
These scores include mainly music published in mainland China and 
• 18 These music scores included large or small ensemble 
pieces, instrumental concertos and solos with small ensemble as 
accompaniment. 
These book shops include: ^ ^ 
The China Book Shop ( ^ /g ) _ 
T^e Commercial Press Publication Company ( 矜 印 
The Joint Publishing Company ( S- aX ) 
• « 
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a few Hong Kong-reprinted scores . 20 Scores from Taiwan can 
hardly be bought in Hong Kong. No parts were included with any 
of these music scores. Consequently, amateur players needed to 
copy separate parts from the full score. However, according to 
informants, not all the scores available in book shops were 
performed by amateur Chinese orchestras, Slnce a number of the 
pleces were too difficult or were considered bad. Theref ore" the 
sc o res avai l able in Hong Kong we re not su f fi c ie~t for a mateu r 
Ch i nese orchestras in the seventies. 
Transcriptions of musical compositions from records and 
tapes issued by China Record Company ( \f I£) ~~)t/~ '1 ) were common 
ln that decade. Nearly all the pieces transcribed were composed 
ln mainland China. Due to the players' limited aural techniques 
and the poor monophonic recording quality, only the main melodies 
and bass lines were transcribed accurately. Harmonies and 
counter melodies were sometimes filled in according to the 
transcriber's own musical sense. 
It is obvious that, with reference to the sources of the 
scores, most of the music that could be played by amateur Chinese 
orchestras in the seventies came from mainland China. Appendix 
11 is a survey on the repertoire of twenty-eight concerts by 
amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies (refer to Appendix 
11). The table in Appendix 11 shows the number and percentage of 
20 Some Hong Kong pu blishe r s have reprinted mUS1C scores 
that were originally published in mainland China. This is not 






mainland Chinese musical compositions played in each concert. It 
is clear from the table that nearly all the music performed in 
concerts in the seventies was composed or arranged by composers 
in mainland.China. Other music performed in concerts included 
traditional solo and ensemble pieces (such as Cantonese mUS1C 
which is 1n a heterophonic style that is different from the newly 
composed pieces) and vocal mUS1C (usually fo l k songs) . 
3.9 Social Networks 
Not counting the organizations that amateur Chinese 
orchestras had performed for, the social networks of amateur 
Chinese orchestras with other non-musical organizations were 
rather limited in the seventies. It was because these 
orchestras, with mostly young players whose own social networks 
were quite limited, could hardly have a chance to be in contact 
with non-musical organizations in,Hong Kong society. 
Nevertheless, there were exceptions such as the connection 
between the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra and Hiss Ho Wing-kam (i~ 
i~~), a staff member of Commercial Radio of Hong Kong. 21 
In the seventies, most amateur Chinese instrumental players 
21 See Chapter 4 for details. 
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were continuing their secondary or post-secondary edu cations. 
Since some members of the amateur Ch i nes e orchestras were also 
players in the Chinese instrum~ntal groups of different schools , 
they might ~e schoolmates even though they were playing 1n 
different orchestras. Connections among amateur Chinese 
orchestras were most likely to be built up through these 
relationships. For examp le ~ the Hong Kon g Youth Music Society, 
the Wang Kwo n g Ch ines e Orchestra and the Yau Vue Chines e 
Orchestra all had players from the Chinese instrumental group of 
the Diocesan Boys' School in the seventies. The School Music and 
Speech Festival ( J/R r~~ ~ n. i~ itfJ 'q ) was another circumstance 
in which these amateur organizations might build up relations. 
Amateur Chinese instrumental players would become familiar with 
each other after participating in a certain number of 
competitions for one or more years. Therefore, connections among 
amateur Chinese orchestras were likely to begin ' among the players 
and develop from personal relationships to group connections. In 
June 1973, there was an idea to form the Hong Kong Amateur 
Chinese Music Association (~.~~~. \!\ '#. -tf~). An organizing 
committee was set up with members, from various orchestras and 
Chinese instrumental groups from schools. 22 Since 1977, joint 
orchestral concerts were organized each year. These inter-
organizational activities in the seventies were evidence of the 
vigorous connections among amateur Chinese orchestras. 
22 This unlon of amateur Chinese instrumental organizations 
will be discussed 1n Chapter 5. 
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A n u m b e r of m u s i c i a n s c a m e from m a i n l a n d C h i n a in the 
s e v e n t i e s . I n . o r d e r to e s t a b l i s h t h e i r s o c i a l s t a t u s in the 
field of Chinese instrumental .usic or to continue their .osical 
life in Hong- Kong, these musicians were likely to become involved 
in the activities of amateur Chinese orchestras. They usually 
b e c a m e the g u e s t c o n d u c t o r s of p a r t i c u l a r o r c h e s t r a s and w e r e 
usually invited by Particular orchestras as a kind of resident 
⑶nciuctor. F o . example. Ha Man. .ho oa.e to Hong Kong f . o . China 
in 1962， became the conductor of the Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra 
f 細 1977 to 1981.23 So.eti.es, these .usioians were invited 
by amateur organizations as teacher or instructor. Those who 
studied with t h e . were mostly amateur Chinese instrumental 
P l a y e r s . E x a m p l e s o f t h e s e v a r i o u s r e l a t i o n s h i p s i n c l u d e t h a t o f 
Li Hiu-.an ( % 日 色 文 ） a n d the Hong Kong Youth Music Society, 
Tong Leung Tak and the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra, and Fu Yam-
Chi and the Chinese Music Group of the Students' C l u b . M a n y 
of these musicians became honorary or permanent advisors of 
different amateur Chinese orchestras. 
The professional Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra had little 
23 Siu Sau-wai 掩 夹 较 、 （ e d 、 „ ； 
shih-chou-nien chi-nien-^k'an ^ I #渴〜 
F。lk O . h e s t . a , = 
C o n s e 二 a t 二 / 二 — 二 i r L ' i ^ P i ； ： 』 g r a d u ， t e g f r o . the C e n t r a l 
t 
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contact with amateur Chinese Orchestras because .est of its 
Players ca.e f r o . mainland China. Unlike the esteemed .osicians 
discussed above, they were, in，some sense, instrumentalists 
e叩loyed by .the Hong Kong Government. On the other hand, ever 
since it was established/ the government-run Music Office 
f r e q u e n t l y had c o n t a c t w i t h the a m a t e u r C h i n e s e o r c h e s t r a s . 
Because of its objectives; the Music Office has to organize 
贿 i e a 』 activities (no 紐 t t e r whether Chinese Music or Western 
Music) in Hong Kong. In the late seventies, the years when the 
Music Office was newly established, the only way to organize 
activities successfully was to gain the support of the a.ateur 
剛 i c a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s , a n d a.ateur Chinese Orchestras did 
p a r t i c i p a t e in m a n y f u n c t i o n s o r g a n i z e d b y the M u s i c O f f i c e : f o r 
exan^ple was the "Shz-sh.ng-tiao " (a ••four channel 
stereo" outdoor concert) in 1 9 7 9.26 
It w a s c a l l e d " S h z - s h e n g - 1 i a o ^ it?；! “ /p l 
stereo) because a number of r ^ ' ^ n channel 
with the Hong Kong Youth ^ L i二 二 S^^c^tifse Orchestz^as, together 
Music Office), were invif^H f Orchestra (organized by the 
orchestras 丄 二 二 二 i 》 ? 二 。 ： ？ in Victoria Park. The 
Piece of music s L u l t a n e o u s l y stages and played the same 
« 
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3.10 Problems and Changes 
Since amateur Chinese orcHestras are self-sufficient 
independent .organizations, nearly all the problems these 
orchestras encountered had to be solved without external 
assistance. It is not an easy task for a group of young people 
to maintain this kind of amateur organization. Furthermore, 
becau s e of the special geographical en v ironment in Hong Kong, 
some mInor problems such as that of headquarters become serious 
for amateur Chinese orchestras. To discuss the problems of 
amateur Chinese orchestras, it is best to divide them into 
external and internal factors. 
Although amateur Chinese orchestras are mostly non-profit 
making organizations, limited financial sources did not 
constitute a crucial problem. Possible reasons are: 
i. Chinese musical instruments and music scores are 
economical when compared with Western counterparts. 27 
ii. The extremely high rental fees drove the amateur Chinese 
orchestras to find headquarters through other outlets, 
such as special relationships. Therefore, only a small 
sum of money was spent on headquarters. 
iii. Although self-organized formal concerts require large 
sums of money, amateur Chinese orchestras were likely to 
present formal concerts only when they had enough money. 
27 In the seventies, even the prlces of the most expenSIve 
instruments were usu ally under a thousand Hong Kong dollars. An 
erh-hu cost not more than a hundred dollars and one could buy a 
usable ti-tzu for about ten to twenty dollars. One could spend 
only a few dollars anp buy a full score, and no score cost more 
than a hundred dollars. 
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Therefore~ the annual expenditures of the orchestras were small 
enough to be covered by the orchestras themselves. 
The problems of headquart~rs were the most serious ones the 
amateur Chinese orches t ras encountered in the seventies. 
Frequent changes or loss of headquarters led to the loss of 
players. The Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra had to terminate their 
activities due to the lack of a rehearsal venue in 1976. 
Fortun ately > thro ugh e ffort s o f some enthusiastic members p the 
o rc hest ra was re - organized a few months later. However, for most 
of the amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies, headquarters 
were a ser10US problem but not a crucial one. 
At any time, the most crucial problems of amateur Chinese 
-
orchestras are the internal ones. Lack of leaders, conductors 
and players may be sufficient factors to disband an orchestra. 
The Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra is an exampl~.28 In the 
seventies, most of the amateur Chinese orchestras were 1n their 
flourishing period, and leading figures and other members were 
very enthusiastic 1n maintaining their orchestras. However, the 
situation changed 1n the middle of the eighties. Many amateur 
Chinese orchestras were declining with a ser10US loss of members. 
A number of amateur Chinese orchestras terminated their routine 
rehearsals because there were not enough players. 
In conclusion, the only problem that may threaten the 
amateur Chinese orchestras is an internal problem --- enthusiasm 
26 This orchestra disbanded in 1979, two years after its 
establishment, for the lack of a leader and conductor. See 
Chapter 4 for details. 
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of 細 b e r s . Host of the a . a t e u . Chinese orchestras, d e e l i n i n . o . 
侧 i 计 i n g in the eighties, we.e not caused by the external 
p r o b l e m s t h a t t h e . h a d a l . e a d . e n c o u n t e r e d i n t h e p r e v i o u s d e c a d e 
but by the loss of enthusiastic .e.bers or leaders. In the 
seventies, the decade for a.ateur Chinese orchestras to flourish 
even serious problems could be overcome through the efforts of 
the .embers. The case concerning the headquarters of the Y卯 Y.e 
Chine^阳 O.chest.a is a good example. On the other hand, the Poi 
Sing Music Institute had to disband in the eighties, even though 
the organization had its own headquarters. 
f 
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CHAPTER 4. CASE STUDIES OF THREE AHATEUR CHINESE 
ORCHESTRAS 
In order to have a more substantial sketch of amateur 
Chinese instrumental activities, studies on various aspects of 
representative amateur Chinese orchestras are essential. 
In this chapter, three amateur Chinese orchestras will be 
discussed in detail. The orchestras selected represent the 
different backgrounds and experiences of three amateur Chinese 
orchestras in the seventies. 
The Wang Kwong Chinese Orche~tra 1S the amateur Chinese 
orchestra with the longest history, while the Hong Kong Youth 
Music Society is one of the most typical amateur Chinese 
orchestras established in the seventies. The Sing Fai Chinese 
Folk Orchestra, which survived only two years, was supposed to b e 
the orchestra with the highest level of instrumental playing 
technique when compared to others in the seventies. 
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4. 1 Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra (J,l, 1. ~ ~ lID ) 
The establishment of the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra 
(hereafter to be referred to Wang Kwong) may have marked the 
beginning of student run amateur Chinese orchestras Before 1978, 
the Wang Kwong was the only Chinese orchestra with regular 
government-sponsored concerts. According to Dong Char, the Wang 
Kwong was the second amateur Chinese orchestra established in 
f 
Hong Kong (the first was the Chinese orchestra of the South China 
Film Industry United Association). 
4.1.1 Establishment 
In 1958, a staff member of Commercial Radio of Hong Kong, 
Hiss Ho Wing-kam (~~ ~~~ ), led a group of teenagers to play 
Chinese instrumental mUS1C 1n a television program for , children. 
(see Fig.5) 
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Figure 5 Hiss Ho Wing-kam and the 
young players 
They performed as a group of talented children and usually played 
Cantonese melodies. 1 Hiss Ho then introduced this group of 
young players to other organizations in Hong Kong; so from that 
point on, this group had many performances. The group had only 
about ten players and was called the Young Teenager Chinese 
Orchestra ( ~ ~ \~ % 11) ).2 At the end of 1962, this 
orchestra was renamed the "Wang Kwong Young Teenager Chinese 
Orchestra" (* 1, 'J! ~ \1\ ~ \'ll ) and was later renamed again as 
1 These are called Cantonese melodies because they only 
. played the tune together in unison, not in the form of proper 
Cantonese ensemble style, which is l ed by the kao-hu and played 
1n a heterophonic texture. 
2 Young Teenager here means a group of children around ten 
to fifteen years old. 
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the 'tWang Kwong Chinese Orchestra" ( J/t ... 1, ® ~- IJJ ) .3 It was 
not until 1970 that the Wang Kwong became a government registered 
non-profit making organization: 
In the .sixties, the Wang Kwong became a well-known group 
because the players won the first prize for Chinese instrumental 
ensembles in the School Music and Speech festival. 4 From 19S5 
to 1968, the Wang Kwong participated in the compet i tions for 
Chinese e nsembles i n t he School Musi c a nd Speech Festival a n d won 
several prizes. (See Fig.6) 
3 The words "Wang" and "Kwong", according to the 
informants, were the two names of two of the players: Chan Yip-
wang ( r~ .. 1- ~ ) and Ho Yuk-kwong ( 41) ;1',- L ). Later 
these two characters also represented the slogan: "greatly spread 
the culture of our country, bright~n the status of our nation" 
(Hung-yang kuo-sui, kuang-ta han-sheng ). 
The Chinese character "sheng "in the slogan does not means 
sound or music but rather "status". According to informants, the 
origin of this slogan is not certain. However, it was used as 
the objective of the orchestra in the early seventies. 
4 The School Music and Speech Festival is a series of 
musical competitions held annually sinc e 1984 by the School Music 
and Speech Association of Hong Kong, mainly for 'students from 
primary and secondary schools. The competitions include items of 
Western instrumental, vocal music and Chinese instrumental 
music .... X 
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二 g - - a : s 二 the 
These prizes 随 d e the Wang b e c o 贴 . e U - . n o . n and 邮 d e U 
/ u l l 叫 - a t t r a c t i n g As a result, the 咖 b e r 
Players who we.e t e c H n i e a U . adequate increased after 咖 5 . 
The Wang Kwong was different- f — “ 
irterent from other contemporaneous 
贿 t e u r Chinese orchestras in the sixties. U s 卯 r e 
的 o s U y students f . o . secondary schools, „HiIe those of other 
咖 t e u r Chinese orchestras c.er.s, laborers, staff of 
。： even ..s.e.ans . a i n U . . C H . n . sueh a . those of 
Southern CHina P i l . I n . u s t . . Orchestra and the Chinese 
c^rchestra of the Chinese C l e r k s ' Association 
C h . in most — a贴 t e u r Pla.e.s stop participating in a . a t e u . 
Chinese orchestras when they a,e about thirty to fourty 
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old. The reason lS that they are likely to marry, to set up 
their new familie s and to spend more time making money. This 
explain why the Wang Kwong cou'ld still be active in the seventies 
and the eighties while others In the sixties began to decay or 
even va~ish in the seventies. It was because its members, who 
were mostly students in the sixties, were still too young to 
marry and earn their - living. 
4.1.2 AiDs and Objectives 
The alms of the Wang Kwong provide a typical example of an 
amateur Chinese orchestra ln the seventies, although the Wang 
Kwong was established in the sixties. The slogan: "greatly 
spread the music of our country and brighten the status aw our 
nation" are the main goals of the Wang Kwong. 5 
4.1.3 Headquarters 
Usually the headquarters of an amateur Chinese orchestra lS 
5 See footnote 3 of this chapter. 
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a place for storing instruments, music scores and document s p and 
for r ehearsals . Like the o t her amateur Ch inese orchest r as, the 
Wang Kwong has exper i enced frequent changes of its headquarters . 
In the ear1y sixt ies, rehearsals were held in homes of the 
players. Later, the Wang Kwong began rehearsing in a secondary 
school, the Diocesan Boys' School, with the approval of the 
school principal, Hr , Lowcock. In the seventies, the 
headquarters of Wa n g Kwong c hanged eight times as follows : 6 
( be for e 1980) .. -t \~ ~- 'J~ 
i. Diocesan Boys' School ( 112.. .::i- 7) ~ lA-) 
ii. Tai Hang Tong Po On Commercial Association School 
<f,i'i ~ 1~-~ ~ /~ ~ ~t ) _~ ~ 
iii. Ming Oi Centre, Caine Road (1!L!-\~ ~ k-f I\L-' ) 
lV. The Husic Office Headquarters 1n the Hong Kong Arts 
Center 
v. The Little Theater of the Hong Kong Arts Centre 
(after 1980) . ~ 
Vl. Hong Kong Times Centre (~~~ ~ ~~ 1'~' ~ t ) 
V11. Hong Kok Workers' Children School (~t J~ ~ 7- ~ ~ ~ R ) 
viii. Wong Tai Sin Indoor Sports Centre 
(~ ~ A~ 1 ~ iL liJ -v~ ) 
All these places were borrowed from different schools or 
organizations through special relationships. For example, the 
Wang Kwong could rehearse in the Music Office because Wang Kwong 
members were friendly with one of the senior staff members there. 
Sometimes Wang Kwong had to pay for the headquarters, but the 
payment would only be several thousand dollars a month. In the 
middle of the seventies, the Wang Kwong rented a flat in a 
,..; /_ 6 Man Yuen -yi ( ~ ~ r14 i'i: 
~ ') Ii (A Short Description 
t 'uBn-k 'an ~ ~ \~ ~,) (Journal 
Man-lung, 1981), PP.3-5. 
), "Hung-kuarig chien-chieh ~ ~ 
of the Wang Kwong), in Hung-kuBng 
of Wang Kwong), (edited by Yue 
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residential building as headquarters for storing documents f o r 
only a few months. This headquarters lasted for only a short 
time because the Wang Kwong could not afford the monthl y re n tal 
fee. 
4.1.4 Administrative Structure 
Basically, any decision of the Wang Kwong 1n the early 
sixties was made by a simple majority. In the middle of the 
decade, an administrative committee was elected annually. Not 
until the middle of the seventies was a cabinet election system, 
instead of voting by showing of hands, used to select an 
administrative committee. Figure 7 shows the administrative 
structure of the Wang Kwong (See Appendix IV for the origional 
Chinese version). 
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General mee~ing of 
all members Head of orchestra (Chairman) 
Vice-chairman of internal affairs 
L- (internal affairs gr o up] 
Vice-chairman of external aff airs 
General sec retary 
Treasurer 
Secretary ~or musical affairs 
t [musi cal 3.f fairs g ro:'Jp ':; 
- [ compos i ~ i onal group ) 
Secretary f o! lear n ing affai r s 
Admini s trat i y e 
c orruni t, tee 
t (student orchestra) (instrumental classes) 
Librarian (music scores) 
t (group for music scores) ( achieve] 
Secretary for general affairs 
L- (general affairs group] 
Secretary for publication 
L- [editorial group] 
Appraisal board----------~c==~- Chairman 
Representative each from: 
Wind section 
Plucked string section 
Bo~ed string section 
Section for tenor and bass 





t= Chairman (vice-chairman of internal affairs) Group leaders for internal affairs from: 
~ Wind section Plucked string section Bowed string section Section for tenor and bass instruments Percussion section 
Musical affairs group 
~ Chairman (Secretary for musical affairs) 
L-- Group leaders for musical affairs from: 
Wind section 
Plucked string section 
Bowed string section 
Section for tenor and bass instruments 
Percussion section 
Conductors' representative 
Members orchestra Orchestras~ Student orchestra 
Figure 7 The administr~tive structure of theWang Kwong 
Chinese Orchestra 
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4.1.5 Economic Conditions 
The largest source of ordinary income of the Wang Kwon g has 
been annual.membership fees. The amount of the membership fees 
varied from period to period ranging from HK$30 to as much as 
HK$200 a year. In the seventies, another financial sou rce was 
the concert payments ' from the Urban Council. The Wang Kw ong 
Feceived a few thousand dollars for each concert pre s en ted by t he 
councils (the Urban Council and District Councils). After 197 8, 
with the establishment of the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, the 
number of concerts presented by the councils was reduced. 
Nevertheless, the Wang Kwong earned a few thousand dollars 
annually by performing Music For the Millions concerts in primary 
schools. In the late seventies, the Wan~ Kwong began to pay the 
expenses for their own concerts. The more guests the Wang Kwong 
invited, the more money had to be spent. Therefore, the annual 
expenditures of the Wang Kwong In the late seventies were 
increasing. In contrast, annual income was decreasing. 
Generally speaking, the period of the best economic 
conditions for the Wang Kwong was the early seventies, followed 
by a gradual decay from the late seventies to the eighties. 
However, their considerable amount of savings (up to one hundred 
thousand dollars at most) provided the Wang Kwong's necessary 
expenditures during times of unfavorable economlC conditions. 
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4.1Q6 Hembership and Players 
Basically all players outside the Wang Kwong we r e welcome to 
become members . The threshold for being an ordinary member was 
the ability to play at least one Chinese musical instrument. 
Before a player became an ordinary member p he had to be a 
probational member for three months. Thi s sy s tem of enroll ing 
playe r s be came l oo s er i n the eighties . 
As mentioned before, the number of members and that of 
players actually performing in the orchestra were not identical. 
In the Wang Kwong, the number of players performing in concerts 
was around 40 to 60. The number of members who had paid the 
annual membership fee varied from year to year, from around 30 to 
40 members in 1973-74 to as many as 150 members in 1977. The 
Wang Kwong was originally a group of students; in the seventies 
they had grown up and left their schools. Most of them were 
still playing in the seventies, but some were only registered 
members. Many new players were recruited by the orchestra in two 
ways: recruitment of amateur players outside the Wang Kwong or 
recruitment of players from the instrumental classes of the Wang 
Kwong itself. Most of these players were still students of 
secondary and post secondary schools. In the seventies, the Wang 
Kwong was a well-established amateur Chinese orchestra in Hong 
Kong and had a high status. It was called the "eldest brother" 
( lao-ta-ke ~ ~ ~ X 7 ..... iJ ) among the amateur Chinese orchestras. 
Therefore, the members were proud of their membership. Under 
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such conditions, it was easy for it to recruit g ood players f rom 
outside. 
4.1.7 Activities 
Obviously, rehearsals and performances are the ma l n 
activities of the Wang Kwong. Other musical activities include 
"Interflow performances" within the orchestra and instrumental 
classes.? Trips and non-musical gatherings are also organized 
occasionally. 
4.1.7.1 Rehearsals 
Rehearsals are the basic activities of the Wang Kwong. The 
Wang Kwong rehearses every Sunday. There were about 30-50 
(occasionally over 50) players taking part in a rehearsal in the 
seventies. Before 1974, two esteemed mUS1Clans, Lui Pui-yuen [Lu 
P'ei-yiienJ( ~ ~ j;i- ) and Chan Chi-kang-sang (¥i ~ ~ 11 ), 
were involved in the activities of the Wang Kwong and conducted 
the orchestra's rehearsals and performances. Some of the members 
became conductors after 1974, for Lui and Chan had gone to the 
United States. Undoubtedly these members (conductors), who were 
7 See Chapter 3 for details of "Interflow performances". 
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amateur players and had not received any professional mu s ical 
training, were unable to confront certain techn ical prob lems 
during the rehearsals. The glayers then aspired t o have 
outstanding musicians as guest conductors. From 1974 onwards, 
over 19% of concert performances by the Wang Kwong had a guest 
conductor. Tong Leung-tak,8 for instance, has condu c t ed the 
Wang Kwong in several concerts since the late seventies . 
In that decade, most of the players were tec hnic al ly 
inadequate in sight-reading. For example, an erh-hu player had 
to spend a period of time to practice his erh-hu part in order to 
play it correctly. Sectional rehearsals led by part-leaders were 
common in the Wang Kwong. The main purpose of these sectional 
rehearsals was to solve the technical problems so as to reduce 
the time needed for full rehearsals. During the full rehearsals, 
the conductor would also go through the music several times in 
order to let the players as well as himself became familiar with 
the music. 
4.1.7.2 Performances 
In 1970, the Wang Kwong became a government-registered 
organization and held its first open concert at City Ha ll Theatre 
in the same year. Their first concert in the City Hall Concert 
Hall was in 1971. To members of the Wang Kwong, it was a step 
8 Tong Leung-tak [T'ang Liang-te] is a famous erh-hu player 
from Shanghai. He was the conductor of the Hong Kong Youth 
Chinese Orchestra of the Music Office since the seventies. 
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upward, for the Concert Hall can accommodate a thousand more 
people than the Theatre. Since this concert, the Wang Kwong has 
enrolled many members into its instrumental classes. Before the 
Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra became professionalized, the Wang 
Kwong had many performances in the seventies which were sponsored 
or presented by the Urban Council of Hong kong. Since 1972, the 
orchestra has perform~d regularly in concerts presented by or 
~ponsored by the Urban Council two to four times a year . The 
Wang Kwong has also participated actively in music activities 
organized by societies, schools and the Music Office of Hong 
Kong, and has taken part ln The Tsuen Wan Arts Festival and 
Festival of Asian Arts. Of all the amateur Chinese orchestras, 
the Wang Kwong has the largest number of players in concerts, no 
matter whether they are members or "pick up" players. Usually, 
there are at least 60 players in concerts by the Wang Kwong. 
There were 120 players in the concert of April, 1979. (See Fig.8) 
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Figure 8 120 players performing ln the concert of 
April,1979 
4.1.7.3 Other activities 
Most probably, the Wang Kwong was the first amateur 
orchestra that had systematically-organized instrumental classes. 
In 1973, a sub-committee for instrumental learning was formed to 
organize and manage the instrumental classes of the Wang Kwong. 
Students in the instrumental classes were enrolled from outside 
and were trained by esteemed players in the orchestra. These 
students would play in the "student orchestra" (hslieh-yuen ylieh-
tui i1} i~~) after a period of instrumental training. The 
best players were promoted to the Wang Kwong ordinary orchestra. 
In the early seventies, the Wang Kwong achieved dis tinguished 
results in its instrumental classes. 
The Interflow Performances are also important in the Wang 
Kwong. The objective of these performances is to lmprove the 
individual instrumental techniques of the players through 
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performance by the members among themselves. In these 
performances, .usually solo and small ensemble pieces are played. 
In most cases, not more than " three performances wil l be organized 
within a year. 
The orchestra has also published its own journal called the 
Hung-ku8.ng t 'u8.n-k 'an *' ~ I~) 1') (Journal of Wang Kwong). The 
first issue was published in 1969. The orchestra l at e r decided 
to issue the journals annually. (See Fig.9) The t otal Dumb er of 
published journals is not certain, since there were a fe w years 
in which no journal was issued. 
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Figure 9 A journal issued by the Wang 
Kwong in 1981 
4.1.8 Repertoire 
As in other amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies, 
compositions from main land China were the main repertoire of the 
Wang Kwong. However, the main difference between the repertoire 
of the Wang Kwong and that of the amateur Chinese orchestras 
established in the seventies is the inclusion of Cantonese 
ensemble pieces. The players always played a few Cantonese 
pieces in concerts. According to Wong Kwok-shek ( Z �� ) , a 
liu-ch‘in player of Wang Kwong, this might be a tradition dating 
from the fifties when the young players led by Ho Wing-kam played 
Cantonese melodies. According to one of the members, some of the 
members who has participated the Wang Kwong for several years are 
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able to play Cantonese music well and that is the reason why the 
Wang Kwong used to include Cantonese pieces in concert. 
4.1.9 Social Networks 
The 
social networks of the Wang Kwong have changed from time 
to time. Ho Wing Kam, who is not a Chinese instrumental player, 
was the first person who was closely related with the 
establishment of the Wang Kwong in the fifties. In the sixties, 
the 
social network of the Wang Kwong gave them a headquarters in 
the Diocesan Boys‘ School. Ho Yuk-kwong, a leading figure of 七he 
Wang Kwong, was also the leader of the Chinese instrumental group 
of the Diocesan Boys' School from 1965 onwards. Wang Kwong also 
had special relationships with some esteemed musicians in the 
sixties, including Lui Pui-yuen, Chan Chi-kang-sang and Dong 
Chor. Lui acted as instrumental instructor; Chan was the 
conductor; Chan and Dong Chor had' provided 七he Wang Kwong with 
many music scores, including arranged pieces and those from 
main land China. 
In the seventies, Tong Leung-tak became a close friend of 
the Wang Kwong. Therefore, they were able to rehearse in the 
headquarters of the Music Office in the late seventies. 
Furthermore, players of the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra who 
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were over twenty-three were recommended by Tong Leung-tak to join 
the Wang Kwong. In the sixties, the Wang Kwong had little 
t 
connection with other amateur Chinese orchestras； these players 
had a different background from those in other amateur Chinese 
orchestras.^ After the amateur Chinese orchestras participated 
in some joint orchestral performances, communication among the 
orchestras became more common in the s e v e n t i e s . s ince 1981, 
• 
the Wang Kwong has had a close relationship with a newly formed 
orchestra, the Hong Kong Music Lovers' Chinese Orchestra 
(established in 1979). This is because some members (including 
some leading figures) of the Wang Kwong are also playing in that 
orchestra. A joint concert by the Wang Kwong and the Hong Kong 
Music Lovers‘ Chinese Orchestra was organized in 1989. Wang 
Kwong also had a very friendly relationship with two Cantonese 
opera singers, Li Po-ying ( � � � ) a n d Lo Ka-ying ( � � � 
x i • 
央 ）， i n the early eighties. Wang Kwong has accompanied these two 
singers in concert several times. 
4.1-10 Problens Encountered 
The problems of the Wang Kwong are also those of many other 
9 See 4.1.6 Membership and Players for detail. 
10 See Chapter 5 for details. 
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amateur Chinese orchestras. Frequent changes of headquarters, 
lack of playecs who are enthusiastic in being committee members, 
and the loss of players have been the problems of the Wang Kwong 
in the past - twenty years. However, most of the problems the Wang 
Kwong encountered were in the eighties. 
In the seventies, the main problem of the Wang Kwong was the 
decrease in the number of Urban Council sponsored concerts after 
the establishment of the professional Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra 
in 1978.11 At the same time, the Wang Kwong had to organize 
concerts themselves in order to maintain the frequency of 
performances. Therefore, not only the players were frustrated 
but also the Wang Kwong suffered from financial crises in the 
late seventies. According to Li Chun-sang ( � � i ), who has 
been a member as well as conductor of the Wang Kwong for several 
years, the seventies (especially the late seventies) were not a 
good time for the organization. Notwithstanding these 
unfavorable conditions, the Wang Kwong was being run properly, 
for members were still enthusiastic about Chinese instrumental 
playing. 
Loss of players has been one' of the main problems of the 
Wang Kwong in the eighties. The number of registered members in 
1977 was about 150 while that in 1988 it was around 80. Taking 
the players‘ lists in concert programs as examples,七he number of 
In 1972-73, there was one concert sponsored by the Urban 
Council per year. Each concert had two performances: 3:00pm and 
8•OOpm on Sunday. In 1976-77, number of concerts sponsored by 
the Urban Council increased to four a year. After 1978， the 
number was immediately reduced to one concert per year. 
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players printed on concert programs of December 18, 1977 was 83 
and that of January 21, 1989 was 68.12 Within these 65 players 
on the list, a number of members did not actually perforin in that 
concert, while some players who were not members were involved 
and had only rehearsed a few times before the c o n c e r 七 . 1 3 Some 
players who performed were absent during the last dress 
rehearsal。 Such circumstances could hardly be found in the 
'seventies, when the members were still enthusiastic. 
In conclusion, the Wang Kwong, with many Urban Council-
sponsored concerts in the seventies and a certain status in Hong 
Kong, was much easier to run than other amateur Chinese 
orchestras. Therefore, it can be said that the Wang Kwong 
encountered no crucial problem in the seventies. However, there 
were internal problems in the eighties. Basically, there are two 
factors causing internal problems such as loss of players and 
committee members after the middle of the eighties. First, the 
members became less enthusiastic about Chinese instrumental 
playing; second, the student members of the Wang Kwong in the 
seventies had grown up and began ‘ to spend much of their time 
earning their living in the eighties. That is why in recent 
years the number of registered members has been larger than that 
12 Concert programs, Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra, December 
18, 1977 and January 21, 1989. 
13 Two of the players said 七hat 七hey had only rehearsed 
three times and the two other players said that only a few days 
before the concert, they were requested to perform by close 
friends who were members of the Wang Kwong. 
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of actual players. 
The. Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra is the first amateur 
I 
Chinese orchestra with players who were mainly secondary school 
students in- the early sixties. Also, it is the only orchestra 
which originated in the late fifties that is still surviving. 
Actually, the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra is one of the most 
successful example in the history of Hong Kong amateur Chinese 
'musical activities since 1950. It is successful no七 only because 
of internal factors such as enthusiastic members and well 
established structure, but also because of essential external 
factors. In the sixties, there were only a few Chinese musical 
organizations in Hong Kong. Therefore, it was rather easy for 
the Wang Kwong to recruit amateur musicians and develop its 
concert audiences. The regular Urban Council sponsored concerts 
are evidence of this. With its strong background in the sixties 
and early seventies, the orchestra was able to handle the 
problems and survive after the late seventies. 
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4-2 The Hong Kong Youth Music Society ( ^ ^ 斗 4 專 场 ％ " ) 
» 
The Hong Kong Youth Music Society (hereafter to be referred 
to Youth Music Society) is one of the few amateur Chinese 
orchestras which are sub-groups of musical or cultural 
organizations such as that of the Pui Sing Music Institute and 
the Horizon Cultural S o c i e t y . U n l i k e these organizations, 
however, the Youth Music Society is a musical organization ^^hich 
has had only a Chinese orchestra since it was established. 
4.2.1 Establishnent 
Before 1974, the Youth Music Society was originally a 
Chinese instrumental ensemble group under the Hong Kong Youth 
Philharmonic Orchestra ( , 斗 丨 養 技 碟 圍 ) w i t h Miss Margaret 
14 The Pui Sing Music Institute, which disbanded in 1979, 
was an amateur musical organization which offered mainly Chinese 
instrumental classes. A Chinese orchestra was set up under the 
inst itute in the 1970 s. The organization had had some Western 
music ensemble groups and a choir in the 1970‘s. Concert 
program, Pui Sing Music Institute, [Lui Pui-yuen P'i-p'a and 
Ch'in Recital], City Hall Concert Hall, March 15， 1978; Concert 
program, Pui Sing Music Institute, City Hall Concert Hall, 
December 23， 1979. 
. Sub-groups of the Horizon Cultural Society include an 
instrumental group (the Chinese orchestra), a folk song class, a 
school books revision class and a group concerning social 
welfare. Concert program. Horizon Cultural Society, November 14， 
1977. 
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Money as chairman and John Cheng ( ^f ill ^A. as instructor 
and conductor. This group, which aimed at learning Chinese music 
with a "Western system",le was organized by the members of the 
Hong Kong Youth Philharmonic Orchestra who were also interested 
Chinese instrumental music. The conductor was Gordon Sin ( 網 
才 王 ） . i 7 Other important figures included Lau Sheung-man ( ！4j] ^ 
^ 〉 ， C h a w Sing-fai ( )i]线 i U ), and a number of Chinese 
instrumental instructors such as Ng Tai-kong ( � � iZ. ), 10 
Chung Siu-fung ( /l\ fH ^ ), and Lai Siu-hang ( l | 、 � � ) . 
In 1973, the Western orchestra organized a tour to London and 
invited Dr. L. K. Ding ( ？ , 、 i ) as chairman of the tour. 
The Chinese ensemble group was not included on the tour.iQ 
After the tour, in the summer of 1973, the Chinese ensemble group 
received a letter from the Western orchestra requesting them to 
15 Beginning in 1978, John Cheng was the Music Office's 
Music Officer for Wind Bands. 
‘ » 
Western System here refers to the system of learning 
European classical music. For example, the players used Western 
musical notation (i.e. the five line staves) and learned Western 
music theory. 
17 Gordon Sin was the founder of the Hong Kong Music Office 
in 1978. 
. 18 Ng Tai-kong was the music director of the Hong Kong 
Chinese orchestra, the only professional Chinese orchestra in 
Hong Kong, from 1978 to 1985. Hung Chiu-fung � � � ( e d . ) , Hong 
Kong Chinese Orchestra 10th Anniversary (Hong Kong: Urban 
Council, 1987) . He was the instrumental instructor when the 
Youth Music Society was still a Chinese ensemble group of the 
Hong Kong Youth Philharmonic Orchestra (before 1974). 
iQ Dr. L. K. Ding is a medical doctor who is a music lover. 
Nevertheless, he does not play any musical instrument. 
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terminate all their activities. Due to this letter, the members 
of the Chinese ensemble group voted to became independent from 
f 
the Hong Kong Youth Philharmonic Orchestra. According to 
informants,- who were members of the Youth Music Society for many 
years, the following may have been the reasons for the Western 
orchestra terminating the Chinese ensemble group: 
1. Members of the Western orchestra did not think that 
. the Chinese ensemble group was necessary. 
2• There were conflicts on the use of rehearsal places. 
3' A ^ey member of the Chinese ensemble group, Chan Kwok-fai 
(f東 ® 玄率 ），also played in a Chinese orchestra 
outside the Hong Kong Youth Philharmonic called 七he Kwok 
Fung Chinese Orchestra ( � Jfj^  � � � � • 
Through Chan‘s position in the ensemble group, this 
Chinese orchestra borrowed the headquarters of the Hong 
Kong Youth Philharmonic Orchestra for rehearsal. 
The Chinese ensemble group later became independent 
from the Hong Kong Youth Philharmonic Orchestra and was named the 
Hong Kong Youth Music Society ( | � | � � � � � � i n 
1974. The first headquarters of the Youth Music Society were in 
the Tsim Sha Tsui District Kai Fong Welfare Association (決 i少”凡叫-
� . The leading figures at that time included Gordon Siu 
(chairman and conductor), Dr. L： K. Ding (vice-chairman), and 
other committee members such as Chan Kwok-fai, Kwan Wing- keung 
and Wong Kin-wai.20 Siu was a government administrative 
20 Kwan Wing-keung was also a member of Hong Kong 
University Music Society. Kwan was very active in the seventies 
in that he participated in many amateur musical organizations. 
Wong Kin-wai has now been the music director of the 
Macau Chinese Orchestra for three years. Soon after his 
secondary education, he had been a player in the professional 
Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra of Hong Kong for over eight years. 
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officer and later went to England for further study. He invited 
Li Hiu-man as the conductor of the Youth Music Society. Li was 
t 
later the founder of the Wah Sing Chinese Folk Orchestra in 
1978.21 Siu came back from London in 1975 and became the 
conductor again. He organized many performances and instrumental 
classes in the next, two years. Siu even organized a tour to 
Macau in 1977 which attracted many amateur players from other 
t 
amateur Chinese orchestras, such as those players from the Yau 
Yue Chinese Orchestra, which was also set up in 1974. 
After studying in London, Siu proposed a project concerning 
a government-run Music Office in Hong Kong. In 1978, Siu left 
the Youth Music Society and became the head of the newly-founded 
Music Office. 
4-2.2 Ains and Objectives 
The aim of 七he Youth Music Society is different from that of 
the Wang Kwong. According to the constitution of the Youth Music 
Society, there are nine main objectives for which the Youth Music 
21 Li Hiu-man received his musical training in China and 
came to Hong Kong from Fu^ian in 1972. He organized the Wah Sing 
Chinese Folk Orchestra ( ^ f t ^ i t ^ [|]) in 1978. Li died in 
1983. Concert program, Wah Sing Chinese Folk Orchestra: Wu-chou-
nien chi-nien yin-yueh-hui iC^A!^^ (The Fifth Anniversary 
Concert), City Hall Concert Hall, 28th April, 1983. 
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Society was established. The main objectives of the Youth Music 
Society are not to promote Chinese musical culture, but rather to 
I 
promote a variety of musical activities in and around Hong Kong 
and to provide musical training for young people. The Youth 
Music Society planned to include as many sub-groups as possible 
to play different musical genres, such as a Chinese orchestra, a 
Western orchestra, a choir and a dance group. However, the Youth 
Music Society has not yet organized any musical sub-group other 
than a Chinese orchestra. 
4.2.3 Headquarters 
As with 
many amateur Chinese orchestras, the Youth Music 
Society experienced frequent changes of its headquarters. The 
following locations were once the headquarters of the Youth Music 
Society: 
i. Tsim Sha Tsui District Kai Fong Welfare Association 
('-A y^l ii^ n p] ^ ) 
ii. Headquarters of the Salvation Armv Hong Kong in 
Kowloon Park (iL^V^li] ^ ) _ 
iii. Yeung Chan Community Service Centre ( � � � i � i S • � 
� f | 匕 、 ) 
iv. Kwun Tong Vocational Training Centre ( 觀 吻 嫩 冲 束 
中n、） 
V . Lai King Mou Kong Primary School (蒸身專"iL 丄 缘 ) 
vi . The Horizon Cultural Society ( U象 L ic ^ i'-t-) 
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Since Dr. Ding is a socially-esteemed person in Hong Kong, nearly 
‘ all the places used for headquarters were acquired through his 
I 
extended social network. Examples include the Yang Chan 
Community Service Center, Kwun Tong Vocational Training Center 
and Lai King Mou Kong Primary School. 
f 
4.2.4 Adninistrative Structure 
Like other amateur Chinese orchestras, the Youth Music 
Society has a committee for routine affairs. This committee 
includes a chairman, an honorary secretary, an honorary 
treasurer, secretaries for musical activities, instrumental 
classes, recreational activities, general affairs， and two 
representives for teen members. The committee members are to be 
changed every year, after an election in the Annual General 
Meeting held in September or October. Before 1982, all the 
committee members were elected by a show of hands during the 
Annual General Meeting. The Youth Music Society is now using a 
cabinet election system like that of the ；^ang Kwong. According 
to the constitution, the honorary secretary shall preside at 
meetings of the committee whenever the chairman is absent. The 
chairman of the committee is always Dr. Ding, and Siu was the 
honorary secretary from 1974 to 1977. However, the actual 
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administrative leader of the committee was the honorary 
secretary: i.e. Siu. Siu, with his strong personality and 
leadership, was the leader of the Youth Music Society both 
musically and spiritually. Therefore, during every Annual 
General Meeting, only Siu was proposed as honorary secretary.22 
Dr. Ding was elected as chairman every year because the members 
thought that it was better to have a person with social status in 
Hong Kong even after Siu left the Youth Music Society.23 This 
proved to be right， in that the Youth Music Society could still 
find places for rehearsal through Dr.Ding's social relationships. 
4.2.5 Econonic Condition 
In the "Financial Report from 2nd September 1977 to 30th 
September 1978" the income and expenditures were clearly 
shown.24 
22 Nearly all the members of the Youth Music Society were 
students of secondary schools or pro-secondary colleges. It is 
natural that teenagers are likely to follow a leader whom they 
think is the strongest within their g r o u p . Obviously, the leader 
in the 1970‘s was Siu, who was also the conductor and one of the 
founders. This explains why only Siu was elected as honorary 
secretary in the 1970‘s. 
23 Siu planed to leave the Youth Music Society in 1976. It 
was also Siu's idea to have Dr. Ding as chairman in case Siu 
left. 
24 See Figure 10 and 11. 
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Figure 10 The "Financial Report from 2nd September 1977 to 
30th September 1978" of the Youth Music Society 
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Figure 11 The "INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE PERIOD 
FROM IITH SEPT., 1982 TO 31ST AUG., 1983" of the Youth Music 
Soc iety 
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The Hong Kong Royal Jockey Club Music Trust Fund and Music For 
the Millions Performances became the main financial sources,25 
» 
The money from the Hong Kong Royal Jockey Club Music Trust Fund 
could only -be used for buying instruments. The item captioned 
"Foundat ion Fund Donations', was a donation for buying a perinanent 
headquarters. Basically， the Youth Music Society earned enough 
money for ordinary expenses through the Music For the Millions 
I 
performances between 1978 and the early eighties. The Youth 
Music Society earned over HK$13,000 from the Music For the 
Millions performances within the 1982-83 financial year. After 
1985, the number of Music For the Millions performances was 
reduced to zero within three years, because nearly all the 
schools in Hong Kong had been given Music For the Millions 
concerts and some were given two or more. Therefore, the Music 
Office no longer invited amateur Chinese orchestras for this kind 
of performance.26 Nevertheless, the Youth Music Society had 
over HK$70,000 in their savings account in 1983 (see Figure 7). 
Other income included that from annual concerts, membership fees, 
donat i o n s , and bank interest. In the seventies, the Youth Music 
Society did not encounter a major problem with financial 
resources, and the considerable amount held in savings accounts 
25 See Chapter 3 for more details. 
26 A student has to spend at least six years in a primary 
school and five in a secondary school. Therefore. if the Husic 
Office keeps giving the Music For the Millions concerts, there 
will be unsuccessary repetition. Furthermore, the policy of the 
organization is subject to change under different Music 
Administrators (i.e. heads). Actually, the Music For the Million 
concerts was reduced to zero in the 8 0 ' s. 
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was enough to support the Youth Music Society in the eighties, 
f 
4.2.6 Menbership and Players 
* 
A member of the Youth Music Society is not necessarily B. 
player, and a player is not necessarily a member. According to 
the constitution, a player who has participated in the activities 
of at least one of the sub-groups (i.e. the Chinese orchestra) 
for a certain period of time (normally about six months) will be 
nominated to be a member of the society during the Annual General 
Meeting. (See Fig.12) 
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Figure 12 The initiation form for a member in 1975 
Only members have the right to v o t e . In 1974， the members and 
players were those from the Hong Kong Youth Philharmonic 
Orchestra, no matter whether they were players of Western or 
Chinese instruments. Therefore, both Chinese and Western 
instruments were included in the Chinese orchestra in the early 
days. Western instruments included viol ins and violas. After 
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1975， Siu organized many musical activities of the Youth Music 
Society. At .the same time, some members of the Yau Yue Chinese 
» 
Orchestra began to play in the Youth Music Society. 
In the eighties, the members of the Youth Music Society 
finished their secondary or pro-secondary education. Much of 
their time and attention were then spent on earning money and 
thinking about their perspectives on life, Simultaneously, 
h 
almost no players were recruited from the instrumental classes. 
Since the middle of the eighties, no instrumental class has been 
offered. 
4.2.7 Activities 
Although the Youth Music Society has had different 
objectives, their activities are similar to those of the Wang 
Kwong. The two basic activities of the Youth Music Society are 
rehearsals and performances. 
4.2.7.1 Rehearsals 
The Youth Music Society, like the Wang Kwong, rehearsed 
every Saturday. There were about 30-40 players (not necessarily 
members) in a typical rehearsal in the seventies. Invariably, 
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rehearsals were led by Siu； when Siu was in London before 1978, 
they were led by Li Hiu-man. Not until the 1980's were guest 
t 
conductors invited by the Youth Music Society for rehearsals and 
concerts. - In the seventies the Youth Music Society spent most of 
the time rehearsing programs for performing in different 
community centers and for other organizations in Hong Kong.27 
After 1979, nearly he If of the year was spent on preparing for 
.the annual concerts. Nevertheless, the same program might be 
performed in lesser concerts (e.g. those in community centers) as 
a kind of dress rehearsal before the annual concerts. 
In the seventies, sectional rehearsals were common in the 
Youth Music Society. As in the Wang Kwong, not all the players 
have sufficient instrumental technique, therefore sectional 
rehearsals that were held by sectional leaders were important 
before full rehearsals. 
Since the late eighties, there are not more than thirty 
players in a normal rehearsal, although members of two other 
organizations are also participating.2 8 in these years, 
sectional rehearsals can hardly be found, as the players enjoy 
making music together but not preparing for concerts. They only 
want to play in a full orchestra, although this does not mean 
that they are technically adequate to play their own parts 
properly. 
27 See 4.2.7.2 Performances be low. 




There are three kinds of performances. The most important 
are formal concerts in halls. These concerts, of course, 
included the concert in Macau in 1976. • 七 h e r than 七his, the 
first formal concert was held in Lok Yau Hall in 1979. In the 
198Crs, the Youth Music Society began to organize annual concerts 
.in City Hall or other district halls. Figure 13 shows some 
concert programs from after 1980. 
h^BPSImI 
Figure 13 Concert programs of the Youth Music 
Society from after 1980 
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The Youth Mu sic Society arranged many free concerts in various 
organizations^ such as houses for the old or blind people and 
drug prevention centers, as a kind of social service and 
contribution to the society of Hong Kong. Figure 14 is a photo 
of a dress rehearsal conducted by Siu. 
p p 
Figure 14 A dress rehearsal before a concert 
4.2.7.3 Other Activities 
The Youth Music Society has also organized interflow 
performances like those of the Wang Kwong among the members. In 
these concerts, members usually play solo or small ensemble 
pieces. Those with outstanding performances might be asked to 
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perform in formal concerts. The first interflow performances 
were held in 1975. 
Besides music making, there was a publication called the 
Ch ‘ ing-hsieh chih y in ^ • - 玄 (The sound of the Youth Music 
Society) that circulated among members once a month. (See Fig.15) 
Figure 15 The first two issues of the Ch'ing-hsieh 
chih yin 二ij 協 ^ (The sound of the Youth Music 
Society) 
The contents of Ch ‘ ing-hsieh chih yin , � � included reports 
from committees, some prose written by members, essays concerning 
musical topics, and reports on interviews with members. This 




The repertoire of the Youth Music Society in the seventies 
was a typical sample of that of the amateur Chinese orchestras. 
According to the informants, nearly all the pieces the Youth 
Music Society played in the seventies were from mainland China. 
The following are some of the pieces from mainland Chins, the 
• Youth Music Society played in the seventies: 
他 ^ % ^ (The Sun Rises from the east) 
(Dance of the Yao people) 
、 (At the side of the Ch'ien river) 
/ 终 邪 二 (Chinese martial arts) 
% - (The first harvest) 
ra (The beautiful flowers and the full moon) 
令 斗 钢 博 协 友 命 ( T h e "Youth" piano concerto) 
Unlike the Wang Kwong, the orchestra received little help from 
well-known professional musicians.29 The pieces they played 
were usually those for which scores or recordings could be bought 
in Hong Kong. Sometimes, the players would transcribe the pieces 
from the records if the scores were not available. Although the 
orchestra is also playing the same kind of repertoire in the 
eighties, 
many scores are now provided directly by the composers 
or musicians in main land China, These scores are usually 
photocopies of original manuscripts. 
29 Although Siu is musically adequate to train the 
orchestra, he is not a composer or a professional musician. Ng 
Tai-kong was not yet a professional musician in the early 1970 ‘ s. 
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4.2。9 Social Networks 
Not counting the concerts in the houses for blind or old 
people and in drug prevention centers, the Youth Music Society 
has little connect ion with non-musical organizations. 
The history of the social networks of the Youth Music 
Society within the field of amateur Chinese musical organizations 
•can be divided into three periods。 The first period began in 
1974. The Yau Yue Chinese orchestra, which was established in 
the middle of 1974 and had rehearsed in the University of Hong 
Kong, lost their headquarters after the summer in 1974. The 
chief members thus visited the Youth Music Society frequently and 
proposed the union of the two orchestras. Due to the differences 
in aims and organizational structure,30 and the departure of 
Siu (the conductor) for England, the Youth Music Society decided 
to delay the proposal. In 1975, the year Siu came back from 
England, the proposal was turned down. At nearly the same time, 
the Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra set up their headquarters in the 
Diocesan Boys‘ S c h o o l . H o w e v e r , some members of the Yau Yue 
Chinese Orchestra were "pulled" to the Youth Music Society in 
1975 and 1976 because Siu had organized many performances in non-
musical organizations and a formal concert in Macau. 
The Youth Music Society is a society which was supposed 
to have various artistic sub-groups, while the Yau Yue Chinese 
Orchestra is only an orchestra in itself. 
31 This was soon after the Wang Kwong had left the Diocesan 
Boys' School. 
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The second period was from the late seventies to early 
eighties. The^e were the years in which a number of members 
f 
began to start their post-secondary education and some of them 
became the Leading players in the Chinese instrumental group of 
Hong Kong Polytechnic. Three committee members of the first 
"Joint Orchestral Concerts" were also players in the Youth Music 
S o c i e t y . 3 2 Therefore, the Youth Music Society began to have 
t 
connections with this instrumental group. For example, the 
members of the Youth Music Society frequently rehearsed small 
ensembles and solo pieces in the headquarters of the Chinese 
instrumental group of Hong Kong Polytechnic. In the eighties, 
with the graduation of these members from Hong Kong Polytechnic, 
this relationship began to decline. 
In the late eighties, the Youth Music Society has built up 
friendly relationships with two groups of amateur Chinese • 
instrumental players: the Chinese music group of the Hong Kong 
Youth Association Yau Ma Tei Centre ( 而 應 爷 斗 傻 々 : / 鳴 私 々 t 3 3 
and the Chinese orchestra of the Horizon Cultural Society. These 
two groups have less than ten players each. Some of their 
players have participated in the rehearsals of the Youth Music 
32 The first "Joint Orchestral C o n c e r t s " ( ' 濟 - j 》 ， 々 逮 丨 ’ 务 ） 
were two concerts held by the Chinese instrumental group of Hong 
Kong Polytechnic in November and December 1977 respectively. In 
the concerts, many amateur Chinese Orchestras were invited to 
perform. 
They included the committee chairman, stage manager and 
association secretary. 
33 This group of players (not more than ten) consists of 
the Chinese instrumental instructors and students of the 
instrumental classes of the Yau Ma Tei Center. 
( 
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Society since 1987, because they have no conductor of their own, 
and there are not enough players to form a larger ensemble. 
4.2.10 Problems En coo n t e r ed 
• 
The most serious problem was the loss of their leader, 
Gordon Siu. Although Siu had trained some members as conductors 
and made Dr. Ding chairman, the orchestra faced a difficult time 
in the last three years of the seventies. However, the Music For 
the Millions performances provided performance opportunities and 
financial support to help the Youth Music Society to maintain its 
ordinary activities during the late seventies. As a result, the 
Youth Music Society was able to organize a concert in Lok Yau 
Hall at the University of Hong Kong in 1979. 
The number of players has been decreasing since the early 
eighties. In the concert in 1988,34 IQ out of 53 players were 
not members. Some members attend'only the last few rehearsals, 
so there are only about 20 players in a normal rehearsal. In 
order to have more players, the Youth Music Society has now 
united with another amateur Chinese orchestra: the Chinese group 
of the Horizon Cultural Society. 
34 Concert program, the Hong Kong Youth Music Society: 
"Music by Ho Zhanghao 1988" ( A ^ ^ ), August 20 and 
August 27, 1988. ^ ‘ 
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The Youth Music Society was one of the most successful 
amateur Chinese orchestras in the late seventies and the early 
t 
eighties。 Siu, the founder of the Music Off ice of Hong Kong, was 
obviously the pilot of the Youth Music Society. For him, it was 
rather easier to organize an amateur Chinese orchestra than a 
government-run music organization. His outstanding leadership 
was one of the main factors for the success of the Youth Music 
Society. Although Siu left the orchestra after 1977, his 
influences were still vigorous in the late seventies and early 
eighties. Together with many other contemporary orchestras, the 
Youth Music Society began to decline in the middle of the 
eighties, and the members have had the idea of disbanding the 
Youth Music Society in recent years. Notwithstanding the fact 
that they decided to preserve the organzation, the number of the 
members is still decreasing. 
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4-3 Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra ( 
The Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra (hereafter to be 
referred to-Sing Fai) was an amateur Chinese orchestra 
established in early 1978 and disbanded in 1979. Regardless of 
its short history, the Sing Fai was historically important among 
amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies. According to Yue 
Chiu-for, it was the amateur Chinese orchestra with the best 
players in that decade. It was also an orchestra in which most 
of the players came from various “left wing" s c h o o l s . 3 8 
Therefore, the Sing Fai represented the need among amateur 
musicians for better Chinese orchestras and upgrading of Chinese 
instrumental playing in the late seventies, and the special needs 
of a group of players who learned Chinese instrumental music 
under political influences. 
35 According to one informant, this amateur orchestra had 
no English name. The name for government registration is 
transliterated accord ing to Cantonese pronunciation. 
36 "Left Wing" here refers to the schools that are pro-
Chinese Communist Party. These schools include: ^ ^ v ^ v 
1. Mong Kok Workers' Children School �� ���� 
2. Heung To Middle School ( � � t �� 
3. Chung Yip Middle School ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ) 
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，，a group of amateur musicians who had 
in the left-wing schools got together 
.establishing an amateur Chinese orchestra. l ^ j ^ J 
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they did have some ideals in organizing the orchestra. The main 
aims of the oirchestra were as follows: 
a. To establish an amateur Chinese orchestra with the 
highest level of instrumental techniques in Hong Kong. 
b. To assemble the leading figures in school Chinese 
instrumental groups and the winners of the School Music 
and Speech Festivals.37 
c. To provide chances for the amateur musicians to continue 
. their Chinese instrumental playing after leaving their 
schools (here refer ing to left-wing schools). 
These aims are historically important because they revealed a 
desire for upgrading amateur music making that had seldom been 
advocated before. In reality, by examining the pieces played in 
concerts, we can see that the Sing Fai was, musically speaking, 
the best amateur Chinese orchestra in the late s e v e n t i e s . 3 8 
4.3.3 Headquarters 
The headquarters of the Sing Fai was in the Hong Kok 
Workers' Children School ( ^ ^ ：^ ). Unlike the 
other amateur Chinese orchestras, the Sing Fai did not experience 
any change of headquarters. The Sing Fai was able to rehearse in 
37 See Chapter 3 for details on the School Music and Speech 
Festivals. 
Refer 4.3.7 Repertoire be low for details. 
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this school because some teachers of this school were also 
players of the. Sing Fai. 
4.3.4 Econonic Situation 
The Sing Fai encountered no major economic problems. The 
orchestra need not pay any rental fee for its headquarters, and 
it used the musical instruments of the Chinese music group of the 
Mong Kok Workers' Children school for rehearsals and 
performances. The only routine out lay was for photocopying music 
scores and parts. In the case of the organizing concerts, some 
players had to pay the expenses and get back the money after the 
concert. Fortunately, both of the two concerts by the Sing Fai 
made a prof it. 
4.3.5 Adninistrative structure 
Although the founders of the Sing Fai took the 
administrative structure of the Wang Kwong as a reference, the 
routine affairs were hand led by the founders，while those of the 
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Wang Kwong were hand led accord ing to dec is ions made by the ir 
committee. The administrative structure of the Sing Fai was 
rather loose because two years,were not long enough for an 
amateur Chinese orchestra to have a we 11 established 
administrative structure. 
« 
4.3.6 Membership and Players 
There were two main type of players in the Sing Fai: 
students and teachers from schools, and some staff from newspaper 
companies (only Ta Rung Pao and the New Evening Post [ � t f ^ � ] ) . 
There were about 45 players in the Sing Fai. It cannot be 
said that these players were members, for the Sing Fai had no 
constitution. Most of the players were students of the three 
left-wing schools mentioned above. 
According to one of the founders, Yue Chiu-for, nearly all 
the players attended each rehearsal. Since most of the players 
came from left wing organ izat ions (schools and newspaper 
companies) in which collective action with a specific target is 
much emphasized, it is natural that the activities of the Sing 
Fai received strong support from the players. These amateur 
musicians participated with the not ion of identifying with the ir 
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motherland and c u l t u r e , 3 9 and they were therefore enthusiastic 
in involving themselves in the activities. 
4.3.7 Activities 
Since the Sing Fai was an amateur Chinese orchestra with a 
higher level of playing technique than others, and had the making 
of high quality music as a target, routine rehearsals became the 
sole important activity. Although the leaders of the Sing Fai 
had proposed the idea of monthly interflow performances like 
those of the Wang Kwong and the Youth Music Society) within the 
orchestra, these performances never came into being. Other 
recreational activities such as outings and camping were never 
organized either. 
4.3.7.1 Rehearsals 
The orchestra had weekly rehearsals to prepare for the 
concerts (See Fig.17). The conductor was Yue Chiu-for. Nearly 
all the large instruments such as percussion, cellos, basses and 
39 Notions suchj a,s "to love your motherland ( ^^ ；f：^  ^  ), 
love your party ( ^ X ) and love your culture ( ffl ^ 
^ D " are commonly used by the Communists in China as a kind of 
propaganda. 
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.1 uans were borrowed from the Mong Kok Workers' Children School, 
Figure 17 An ordinary rehearsal of the Sing Fai 
Chinese Orchestra 
Portable instruments like erh-hu, p'i-p'a and wind instruments 
were brought by players themselves. Scores and parts were 
usually prepared by the organizers. According to Yue Chiu-for, 
the rehearsals were more effective than for other amateur Chinese 
orchestras, for the Sing Fai had “top players" (i.e. the best 
players: such as the winners of competitions and leading figures 
of other groups in schools). 
4.3.7.2 Perfornances 
The Sing Fai had a total of five performances in its 
history: 
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1. The two seIf-organized concerts with one (the 
Establishment Concert) in the Arts Centre in 1978, and 
another in City Hall i^ n 1979, -
2. The "Joint-orchestral Concert" organ ized by 
the Chinese instrumental group of Hong Kong Polytechnic 
in 1978.40 
3. The "Four Channels Concert" organized by the Music Office 
, in 1 9 7 9 . 4 1 
4. The solo concert by Tong Leung-tak ( ^ 
4.3.8 Repertoire 
As with other amateur Chinese orchestras, compositions from 
main land China were also the most common repertoire of the Sing 
Fai. All of the twenty pieces played in the Establishment 
Concert were composed or arranged by composers from main land 
China. This is natural because the players of the Sing Fai came 
from left-wing organizations. However, the pieces played by the 
Sing Fai were different from other amateur Chinese orchestras. 
Large ensemble pieces with continuous sixteenth-notes played in 
fast tempos, rarely played by other orchestras in the seventies, 
were selected by the Sing Fai. This is understandable because 




this orchestra was composed of amateur musicians with the highest 
level of instrumental playing technique. 
-I 
4.3.9 Social Networks 
Needless to say, the Sing Fai had a special relationship 
with the left-wing organizations (i.e. the schools and newspaper 
companies mentioned above). Not counting these organizations, it 
had no special relationship with other contemporary amateur 
Chinese orchestras, even though it had players from these 
organizations. For example, the leading erhu player, Chan Kit-
man (牌 、 承 ) was a leading member in the Wang Kwong; the ti-
tzu soloist, Yue Ha-luen 
was also a leading player 
in the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra established by the Music 
Office. 
4.3.10 Problens Encountered 
Two years' duration is not long enough for an amateur 
Chinese orchestra to encounter many problems such as changes of 
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players and headquarters, or problems of administration and 
financial sources. No major problem was encountered within the 
I 
two years of the orchestra's existence. However, the first and 
only problem became a fatal one: the Sing Fai encountered the 
loss of its leaders in 1979. The two players who could conduct 
.left the orchestra at nearly the same time.43 The orchestra 
disbanded a few months after the concert in City Hall in late 
1989. In addition to the lack of a conductor, the average age of 
the players was also a factor. Besides the students from 
secondary schools, the leaders of the Sing Fai were about twenty 
to thirty years old. Generally speaking, youth in this age range 
is a group using much of their time and attention for thinking 
about their perspectives on life. Therefore, the leaders of the 
Sing Fai had to face this reality, no matter how much they were 
interested in Chinese instrumental playing. 
This amateur Chinese orchestra, as mentioned before, 
revealed a new dimension of the need for higher quality 
performances and for music requiring a higher level of 
instrumental playing technique by amateur musicians in Hong Kong. 
The leaders of the Sing Fai failed to maintain the orchestra for 
a longer period, not because this dimension changed in 1989, but 
43 The conductor, Yue Chiu-for ( 令 权 針 ） ， e n t e r e d the 
Central Conservatory of Music in. Beijing 中 4 噪 
汰 ） i n 1979. Another player v?ho could conduct, Yau Siu二pan ('片 
'>/ ^  ), entered the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra as a part-time 
player in 1978 and became a full-time musician in 1981. (The 
players‘ list in the concert programs, Hong Kong Chinese 
Orchestra, July 1978 and July 1981.) 
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because of the unexpected loss of its leaders. However, this 
desire for the upgrading of Chinese instrumental playing in Hong 
Kong has not changed since the Sing Fai disbanded. The Music 
Lovers' Chinese Orchestra ( � � ^ ), an amateur Chinese 
orchestra established in 1979， aimed to raise the instrumental 
playing level among members, and this revealed that the idea of 
I 
upgrading Chinese instrumental playing in Hong Kong was 
continuing into the eighties. 
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CHAPTER 5 OTHER IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE 1970'S • 
The first amateur Chinese orchestra in Hong Kong was 
established in the fifties by staff members of a film industry 
company.1 It was not until the end of the fifties that amateur 
Chinese ensembles composed mainly of young players, such as the 
Wang Kwong in 1958 (a group students from secondary schools), 
were formed. In the sixties, more and more young people became 
involved in amateur Chinese instrumental playing. In that 
decade, the number of players increased rapidly, with the sett ing 
up of three amateur Chinese orchestras and a few Chinese 
instrumental groups in secondary and post-secondary schools. 
These orchestras and groups became venues providing instrumental 
training for interested young people.2 As a result, Chinese 
1 See chapter 2 for details. 
2 Ibid. 
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groups in schools. This was because their playing technique was 
too limited for a solo concert. In the seventies； a number of 
players had studied their instruments for many years and the 
playing level was much higher than a decade before. In the 
seventies, some of these players who had learned the ir 
instruments in the sixties became part-time or full-time Chinese 
instrumental instructors in schools or in other organizations 
such as the Music O f f i c e . They began to organize solo concerts 
in order to promote their own status in the field of Chinese 
instrumental playing in Hong Kong, so that they could be more 
easily employed as instrumental instructors. The fo1lowing are 
examples of these musicians and kind of concert. 
Yim Kun-f at was a lead ing player in the Chinese instrumental 
group of the Heung To Middle School in the sixties and could play 
various plucked and bowed string instruments. He also conducted 
amateur Chinese orchestras and had arranged some Chinese pieces 
in the seventies. In 1975, Yim formed the "Hsin-ch‘ing yin-yueh-
hsueh-yuen 
(the Sang Ching [Hsin-ch'ing] Music 
Institute), the .'Hsin-ch ' ing min-tsu-yiieh-tui 料 极 i^、缘樣..(the 
Sang Ching [Hsin-ch‘ing] Chinese Folk O r c h e s t r a ) and the "Yim 
Kun-f at cheng-yi-1'uan 
展 敬 考 S i f l 
”(the Yim Kun-f at Ku-cheng 
G r o u p ) . 3 In the seventies, Yim was a part-time instructor in 
several secondary schools teaching Chinese musical instruments 
and organizing Chinese ensemble groups. Yim was actually a full-
time music instructor who earned his living mainly by teaching 
3 Concert Program, Yim Run Fat, January 1976. 
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Chinese instruments soon after he has completed his secondary 
education, and was one of the full-time Chinese music instructors 
1 
who were originally amateur players. 
In 1975 • and 1976，Yim presented three concerts (two in 1975) 
in City Hall Concert Hall, In the concerts in 1975, Yim 
performed as conductor and as erh-hu and ku-cheng soloist, and 
one of his arrangments of a ku-cheng concerto (originally a solo 
p i e c e ) was also played. In the concert in 1976，he was conductor 
and soloist on ku-cheng, yang-ch‘in, erh-hu, kao-hu and pan-hu. 
Another Chinese instrumental instructor, Tam Yiu-chung 
系 ） ， w a s formerly a student in St. Lou is Secondary School ( 絮 錢 
f 1， 瘦 ） . Like Yim Kun-fat, Tam can play many Chinese 
instruments and became a full-time Chinese instrumental 
instructor in the seventies. In 1976, Tam presented a concert 
titled "Min-yiieh tu-tsou ch ‘ung-tsou yin-yiieh-hui -tJ： 
“(Tam Yiu-chung folk music solo and ensemble concert). 
Besides Tam, a number of players who later became professional 
musicians in the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra performed in these 
concerts. 
This kind of concert became popular in the late seventies 
and the eighties as a kind of self promotion for full-time 
musicians. These concerts represented two phenomena: first， in 
the seventies, a number of amateur Chinese instrumental players 
became full-time musicians，either prof ess ional players or 
instructors. Second, Chinese instrumental playing was so popular 
in the seventies that it could enable a number of players to earn 
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their living by teaching Chinese instruments in schools and other 
organizations.. Their students became new forces in the amateur 
Chinese orchestras in the seventies. This was similar to the 
circumstances in the sixties but on a much larger scale. « 
5.2 Collective Activities Anong Anateur Chinese Orchestras 
With the increase in the number of players and orchestras in 
the seventies, amateur musicians in various groups strongly felt 
the existence of other groups and players. They might have 
attended the concerts performed by other orchestras, or be 
fami liar with members of other orchestras. The seventies was 
also a decade when the amateur Chinese orchestras began to seek 
contact among themselves. 
In 1973, an organizing committee was formed to discuss and, 
if possible, to organize a so-called Hsiang-kang yeh-yii kuo-yiieh 
hs ieh-hui 
(Hong Kong Amateur Chinese Music 
Association). The chairman of the organizing committee was Yiu 
Pui-to 倾 ) 益 ） ， a n erh-hu player of the Pui Sing Music 
Institute. Others included committee members from different 
amateur Chinese organizations and representatives from six 
amateur Chinese orchestras and from Chinese instrumental groups 
in six different schools. The association was formed in June 
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1973 and organized a joint orchestral concert in November 1973. 
Unfortunately, .this association lasted for only a few months. 
This was the first collective activity among Chinese instrumental 
organizations. From the list of orchestras established in the 
seven ties (in chapter 3 )， w e can see that there were only three 
amateur Chinese orchestras established from 1970 to 1973. More 
than half of the Chinese instrumental groups which participated 
in the Hong Kong Amateur Chinese Music Association were groups in 
schools. Players became less enthusiastic or even indifferent 
after the joint concert in November 1973. According to 
informants, the association was formed under the influence of a 
short term passion among the amateur players. Their 
concentration shifted back to their own groups a few months later 
and the association committee had no meeting after the concert. 
Although it was a failure, the association marked the beginning 
of communication among amateur Chinese orchestras. 
In 1977, another joint orchestral activity was organized. 
This was two joint orchestral concerts in November and December 
1977 respectively. These two concerts were organized by the 
Chinese instrumental group of Hong" Kong Polytechnic (a post-
secondary technical institute) . There were eight amateur Chinese 
orchestras and four instrumental groups from secondary schools 
participating in the concerts.^ These two concerts were 
actually interflow performances among orchestras but not players 
4 Concert program, Chinese Music Club of the Student Union 
of Hong Kong Polytechnic, November 27 and December 4, 1977. 
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within one particular o r c h e s t r a . 5 These concerts also marked 
the beginning, of successive Joint-Orchestral Concerts in the 
following years. , ‘ 
• A year later, in 1978, the Chinese instrumental group of 
Hong Kong Polytechnic organ ized another joint orchestral concert 
in December. This concert was performed by eleven amateur 
Chinese orchestras and seven Chinese instrumental groups from 
secondary and post-secondary schools。 Figure 18 shows the 
concert programs of the joint-orchestras concerts organ ized in 
1977 and 1978. 
• B 
Figure 18 Concert programs of the first 
and second Joint Orchestral Concerts 
organ ized by the Chinese instrumental 
group of Hong Kong Polytechnic. 
5 See 3.7.3.2 Interflow Perfornances for details. 
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All the informants who had experienced these concerts in 
1977 and 1978 expressed their appreciation and enjoyment. The 
triumph of the joint orchestral concerts led to the government's 
. i n v o l v e m e n t in the later years. In the early eighties, the Urban 
Council of Hong Kong has organized the same kind of the concerts, 
and the Music Office organizes this kind of concert annually. 
5-3 Governnent Involvenent and Professional Practice 
In 1971, Ng Tai-kong， a musician who had come from mainland 
China in the sixties, organized the Hong Kong Philharmonic 
Chinese Orchestra (奇沒爷汰阁導 If]) and performed in a concert 
sponsored by the Urban Council. After a few months, Ng went to 
Singapore and the orchestra was disbanded. A year later, Lui 
Pui-yuen set up an ensemble group consisted of fifteen players 
who were formerly members of the Hong Kong Philharmonic Chinese 
Orchestras; they performed to celebrate the tenth anniversary of 
City Hall. After this concert, the Urban Council continued to 
sponsor concerts by this ensemble. This group was later renamed 
the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra. In 1973， the number of player 
increased to thirty. This orchestra, in which players were paid 
for performances, became the orchestra which has been constantly 
sponsored by the Urban Council since 1973. In order to improve 
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the standard of the orchestra, the Urban Council decided to 
change the amateur Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra into a 
professional orchestra.. In 1977， the orchestra enrolled fifty 
full-time and twenty par七-time musicians. In June 1977, Ng Tai-
kong was invited to become the music director of the professional 
Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra.s 
Besides being involved in professional Chinese instrumental 
activities, the Hong Kong government also organized activities 
for amateur players. In 1977, the same year the Hong Kong 
Chinese Orchestra became professional, the Music Administrator's 
Office ( •^类 4 转itJji) was es tab 1 ished . 7 According to the 
H.K. Youth Symphony Orchestra H.K. Youth Chinese Orchestra Visit To 
U.K.1979, the objectives of the Music Office were as follows:^ 
1. To run an instrumental music training programme; 
Jo promote interest in music, especially among the young-
3. To encourage and assist in the organising [organizing] of 
music activities in all districts. 
The Music Office is concerned with both Western and Chinese 
instrumental music, and a large number of Chinese instrumental 
classes and district Chinese orchestras have been organized by 
the Music Office since its establishment. 
, , S 厂Li Choi-han M Hsiang-kang-chung-yueh-1 'uan hsien-
K uang t an-t ao 节沒 ^ ^ 剛 叹 • 对 （ U n p u b 1 
ished undergraduate 
thesis, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1988), pp.4-7. 
7 The Music Administrator's Office was later renamed The 
Music Office. 
e Betty Chu 许、傳 1 ( ed • )， H . K . Youth Symphony Orchestra 
H.K. Youth Chinese Orchestra Visit To U.K.1979 (Hong Kong: Music 
Office, 1979). 
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Both the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra and•七he Music Office 
marked the involvement of the government in Chinese instrumental 
activities and the beginning of professional practice.9 
Although many musicians of the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra came « 
from mainland China, there was still a portion of players who had 
formerly been members of various amateur Chinese orchestras. 
These amateur musicians were, to a certain extent, so 
enthusiastic that amateor playing could no longer satisfy them. 
The establishment of the Music Office can be viewed from two 
perspectives. On the one hand, the government might have felt a 
need for organizing musical activities (whether Chinese or 
Western) for Hong Kong citizens or, on the other hand, it could 
have been a response to the extensive amateur Chinese 
instrumental activities occuring Hong Kong society in the 
seventies. 
The events discussed above represent three stages in 七he 
activities of amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies. . Up 
until that time, Chinese orchestras had existed in Hong Kong for 
nearly two decades, a long enough time period to have outstanding 
amateur players. Solo concerts presented by amateur players, or 
former amateurs, represented the emergence of these outstanding 
9 Although there were a limited number of recording artists 
before, they were mostly part-time (or semi-professional) 
artists. Furthermore, the full-time instructors mentioned before 
are not professional performers. 
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players. With more and more orchestras established, 
communication among orchestras was natural and unpreventable. In 
some sense, the ultimate stage of amateur activities is to become 
professional-ized. The professional Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra 
in 1977 represented the highest point in Chinese instrumental 
activities since the fifties. Even those who were still amateur 
players in the seventies were looking for outlets for achieving a 
higher level of instrumental playing and better musical results. 
Members of the Sing Fai Chinese Orchestra in 1978 were a typical 
example. 
Over twenty amateur Chinese orchestras existed and simul-
taneously, solo concerts by amateur players， joint orchestral 
performances, government involvement and the establishment of a 
professional Chinese orchestra show a bloom in amateur Chinese 
orchestral activities in a city which had an area of only about 
1040 square kilometers in the seventies. After examining the 
amateur Chinese orchestras and instrumental activities in the 
seventies, a more basic question is to be asked: what are 七he 
reasons for the emergence of the phenomenon ——the rapid growth 
of amateur Chinese orchestral activities in Hong Kong in the 
seventies? In Chapter 6, the causes of this phenomenon are to be 
examined. 
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‘CHAPTER 6 CAUSES FOR T H E RAPID GROWTH OF AMATEUR CHINESE 
ORCHESTRAS IN THE 1970'S 
Including those established before 1970, there were fifteen 
amateur Chinese orchestras in Hong Kong in the seventies. 
Together with the groups in schools, there were over twenty-six 
Chinese instrumental organizations (or groups) existing during 
this decade. The model of a folk orchestra set up in the 
thirties and strongly advocated in the People's Republic of China 
became the dominant amateur Chinese musical practice in Hong 
Kong. Obviously, the emergence of a large number of Chinese 
instrumental organizations required a large number of players. 
As mentioned before, players were provided no七 only by the 
amateur Chinese instrumental organizations (including 七hose 
groups in schools) existing before 1970, but also by those 
established in the seventies. 
If we assume that the average number of players in an 
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amateur Chinese orchestra is forty and that in a school group is 
is twenty, the total number of players needed in the seventies 
would be 820.1 However, this number does not include those in 
instrumental classes of the amateur Chinese orchestras and 七he 
Music Office, or players in district youth Chinese orchestras. 
The question discussed in this chapter is why were there so many 
people (mostly young people) interested in Chinese orchestral 
playing at that time. 
Most of the students in Chinese instrumental groups in 
schools were also members of amateur Chinese orchestras, which 
explains why members of amateur Chinese orchestras in the 70's 
were mostly youngsters. Overlapping of players between groups 
and orchestras was very common in the seventies. They might have 
learned Chinese instrumental playing in school groups and later 
became members of both school groups and amateur Chinese 
orchestras outside their schools. Finally, after leaving their 
schools, they were members of amateur Chinese orchestras. 
Furthermore, there were a number of players playing in 七wo or 
more orchestras simultaneously in the seventies. Thus, another 
question is what factors spurred their zealousness in playing in 
Chinese orchestras in the seventies. Notwithstanding the 
overlapping nature of this type of musical activity, the number 
of amateur Chinese orchestral players in the seventies was still 
extraordinarily 
large when compared with those of the fifties and 
1 40x15=600 for amateur Chinese orchestras and 20x11=220 
for Chinese instrumental groups in schools. 
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the sixties. 
However, the most interesting question is why Chinese 
orchestras become the dominating Chinese ins trumen七elI practice in 
Kong Kong and what caused this musical practice to be so vigorous 
in the seventies. Before trying to reveal the causes for the 
emergence of this phenomenon, the more superficial reasons for so 
many orchestras being established will be discussed. 
6-1 Reasons f o r Many D i f f e r e n t Amateur Ch inese O r che s t r a s Be i ng 
E s t a b l i s h e d 
That more orchestras need more players and vice versa are 
obvious facts. At least, it is likely that there will be more 
orchestras if there is a large number of players. Regardless of 
the exact number, the following are some suggested reasons for 
these orchestras being set up in the seventies. 
6-1 -1 Students G radua t i ng F r on Secondary Schoo l J o i n e d 
Together 
Chinese instrumental groups were a main source of players 
for amateur Chinese orchestras. Graduating students from 
different schools were likely to form different orchestras. For 
example, members of the Sing Fai Chinese Orchestra were mostly 
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graduating students of left-wing schools, some of the founders of 
the Pui Sing Music Institute graduated from St.Louis Secondary 
School and King's College (a secondary school), and the founders 
.of the Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra graduated from the Diocesan 
Boys' School. 
6-1-2 O r ches t r a s Developed F ron I n t e r e s t G r o u p s 
Some amateur Chinese orchestras of an organization were 
formerly small interest groups which later developed into an 
orchestra. Examples are the Chinese orchestra of the Young 
Women's Christian Assoication and 七he Chinese instrumental group 
of the New Generation. 
6 .1 . 3 P l a y e r s w i t h D i f f e r e n t I d e a l s W i l l Not Get Together 
One may think that members from different orchestras might 
get together to form a large orchestra, but most of the players 
and orchestras will insist on their own ideals and are not 
willing to join with others who have different ideals. The Hong 
KQng Youth Music Society turned down the joint orchestral 
proposal suggested by the Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra, with one of 
the reasons being that the two orchestras had different aims and 
objectives. In contrast, players with similar interests were 
likely to get together to form another new orchestra. The Sing 
Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra and 七he Music Lovers' Chinese 
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Orchestra are two examples. 
These are only the superficial reasons (and also internal 
reasons) for the establishment of many different amateur Chinese 
'orchestras. In 七he remainder of this chapter,七he underlying 
causes for this phenomenon (the emergence of a large number of 
amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies) are to be discussed. 
6-2 Causes f o r the Emergence of Ch inese O r ches t r a s 
Factors constituting the causes for the emergence of this 
phenomenon can be divided into two different layers. One layer 
includes the non-musical factors 七ha七 provide a suitable 
environment for a number of amateur Chinese orchestras to be 
established. Another layer includes musical factors that 
directly urged the growth of these orchestras. Inevitably,七he 
emergence of a large number of amateur Chinese orchestras is 
associated with the players and their zealousness. Therefore, 
the causes which will be discussed are also those for the 
emergence of a large number of players and for their zealousness. 
6 .2 . 1 Non -nus i c a l F a c t o r s 
Although economic, social, cultural and political factors 
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did not directly cause the emergence of new Chinese orchestras, 
these factors constituted the underlying causes, like soil for a 
p l a n七 . E c o n o m i c grow七h, social and cultural improvements and 
• 
political influences from mainland China provided a suitable 
environment for the growth of amateur Chinese orchestras in the 
seven ties. 
8_2‘1。1 Economic Growth of Hong long in the Fast Thirty 
Years 
The economy of Hong Kong has grown rapidly since 七he 
Second World War. Since the end of the Second World War, Hong 
Kong developed its textile and clothing industries, especially 
during the Korean War (1950-1953). When the relationship between 
Communist China and the United States collapsed during the Korean 
War, Hong Kong, rather than mainland C h i n a , became one of 七he 
United States' main suppliers of textiles and clothing products. 
Stimulated by the big market in the United States, the textile 
and clothing industries expanded rapidly in the fifties.2 By 
the end of the fifties, the total amount of export trade had 
surpassed that of entrepot trade. In the sixties, the Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) of Hong Kong (based on the constant price 
of 1966) increased by 12% on the average, and that of 1969 was 
V 
2 Aj Youngson, Hong Kong: Economic Growth and Policy (Hong 
Kong: Oxford University Press, 1982)， pp•3-4. 
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three times that of 1959。3 
In the 1970's,, the economy of Hong Kong experienced a decade 
of instability. The crisis over the stock market in 1973， the 
trade restriction on the textile industry of Hong Kong imposed by 
Western countries in the early seventies and the oil crisis all 
over the world were all hazardous to the economic growth of Hong 
Kong. However, the Gross Domestic Product in the seventies still 
increased by 9.2% and the average percentage of increase of 
export trade was 16.4%， which was higher than that of the 
sixties. From 1971 to 1980, Hong Kong was one of "New Industrial 
Countries or Regions (NIC)" in Southeast Asia with the fastest 
economic growth.4 
6-2-1-2 S o c i a l and C u l t u r a l Developments i n the 1970's 
Improvements in social and cultural aspects of a society 
usually occur a few years after those in the economy. 
Furthermore, in the case of Hong Kong, the labour riots in 1967 
delayed social and cultural improvements. Although the economy 
of Hong Kong began to develop in the fifties and became stable in 
the sixties, various aspects of people's lives began to improve 
, Hsien-tai Hsiang-kang ching-chi 
丨 o / f ^ y ^ 】 灼 ( B e i n i n g : Chung-kuo ts'ai-cheng ching-chi ch'u-
pan-shev^lf] 1982), pp . 68-69 
4 Ibid. pp.69-71. 
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rapidly in the s e v e n t i e s . 5 Evidence can be found in a statistic 
concerning personal ^consumption. The average percentage of 
personal consumption in the seventies increased by 9.6%， which 
f 
was 2% higher than that of the price for consumption in the same 
decade. That is to say, the average amount of money consumed by 
every person increased.^ This means that 七he people's personal 
economic situation was improving, and people are more likely to 
be involved in recreational activities when their living standard 
is improved. 
6 .2 .1 -2 -1 P r o po r t i o n of Young Peop le i n the Popu l a t i on 
S t r u c t u r e 
Since people's lives were improved, citizens began to demand 
more leisure activities, and young people were likely to demand 
the most. Although the rate of increase was lowered, the 
population did increase rapidly in the seventies. People within 
the age range from ten to thirty covered 42.5% (about 1.9 
million) of the total population in 1977 and 42.7% (about two 
million) in 1 9 7 9 . 7 These young people are the group likely to 
require most of the recreational' activities. The economy of Hong 
5 For more details about the riots, see Li H u n g 杏 f 
Hsiang-kang ta-shih-chi 房’洛犬專、4 己 ， B e i j i n g : Jen-min-j ih-pao 
ch u-pan-she 人 曰等 k Iji^ 二，1988. pp. 123-125. 
iflAY、/-基 实 g TS-liang 知 彳 f 、 良 . H s i e n - t a i hsiang-kang ching-chi 
巧(•^Be.ijing: Chung-kuo ch ' ai-cheng-chin-chih ch'u-pan-
she ?郎封政、终 i 作 i)!^  K M 么 ， 1 9 8 2 ) ， p . 398 • 
7 Ibid. p.9. 
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Kong has developed stably since the sixties, but until 七he late 
seventies, choices of recreational and entertainment activities 
for a large group of young people were not as plentiful as 七hose 
t 
in the eighties. Undoubtedly, the amateur Chinese orchestra was 
one of the limited choices。 Therefore, this large proportion of 
young people in the total population became a potential source of 
players for the amateur Chinese orchestras, since in the 
seventies these orchestras were mostly young people. 
6 . 2 - 1 . 2 . 2 C u l t u r a l A c t i v i t i e s Organ ized by the Government 
Again, with economic growth, the Hong Kong government wsis 
able to spend more money on cultural activities. and the 
government did pay much attention to organizing musical 
activities. In 1972, the first Hong Kong Arts Festival was 
presented by the Urban Council, and the Wang Kwong Chinese 
Orchestra was invited to perform during the festival. The Urban 
Council also began to sponsor concerts by amateur Chinese 
orchestras such as the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra and 七he Hong 
Kong Philharmonic Chinese Orchestra (the later Hong Kong Chinese 
Orchestra). Another arts festival, the Festival of Asian Arts, 
also invited Chinese orchestras to perform. For example,七he 
Singapore People's Association Chinese Orchestra was invited to 
Hong Kong as one of the performing groups in the first Festival 
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of Asian Arts in 1976.Q 
Of course, the most direct involvement of the government 
towards Chinese orchestral activities was represented by the 
establishment of both the Music Office and the professional Hong 
Kong Chinese Orchestra in the same year, 1977. Under such 
conditions, the government involvement became a motivation for 
the amateur orchestras, and the value of the activities of 
amateur Chinese orchestras v?as acknoHledged by society through 
the government. 
In addition, the annual School Music and Speech Festivals, 
which included competition in Chinese instrumental music, were 
also an important factor that encouraged students, who later 
became amateur Chinese orchestral players, to learn Chinese 
instruments. 
6 -2 -1 .3 P o l i t i c a l F a c t o r s F ron the P e o p l e ' s Repub l i c o f 
Ch ina . 
With its special geographical location and relationship with 
mainland China, Hong Kong cannot escape the influences of the 
People's Republic of China. Although the political situation has 
had little direct influence upon Hong Kong, it has influenced the 
nature of the Chinese instrumental music embraced by amateur 
players in Hong Kong. Musical arts in the People's Republic of 
8 Jane Ram, Festival of Asian Arts (Hong Kong: Urban 
Council, 1976). 
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China are viewed as tools for propaganda. Music serves workers, 
farmers and soldiers (Kung-nung-ping As mentioned in 
previous chapters, the practice of the Chinese folk orchestra in 
Hong Kong is borrowed from mainland China， and repertoire played 
by amateur Chinese orchestras is made up of mostly pieces from 
mainland China. Therefore, this kind of music, with its special 
nature, attracted players in Hong Kong. 
6-2 .1 -4 Young P e o p l e ' s E t h n i c I d e n t i t y i n the 1970's 
Students in university and post-secondary colleges usually 
are a group sensitive to social and political events in society. 
In 1972, the sovereign right of the Senkaku Gunto Islands (Tiao-
yu-t 'ai ) was given to Japan with 七he approval of the 
United States. A group of students from universities and post-
secondary colleges declared the slogan "Pao-wei-tiao-yu-t'ai 
缺，“ ^  “ (to guard the Senkaku Gunto Islands) and organized a 
series of movements to denounce Japan as the invader of 七he 
Senkaku Gunto Islands (which were originally part of China), and 
both Japan and 七he United States as imperisilists • lo Although 
little was done concerning the restoration of the islands, these 
movements did awaken a sense of ethnic identity for young people 
9 More details concerning this kind of music are to be 
discussed in 6.2.2 Musical Factors. 
10 However, the opposition against the sovereign right over 
Senkaku Gunto from mainland China was even more vigorous. 
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• f Hong Kong. 11 After the "Pao-tiao-shih-chien 彳豕々勺与什 
(Senkaku Gunto Islands incident), the "Kuan-she jen-tsao 閣叙奴， 
(pay attention to society and identify one's own motherland) 
•movement was organized by the students. Thus, in the seventies, 
after this series of events, people began to pay more attention 
to the People's Republic of China. At the same time, attention 
of Hong Kong's people (especially the young) towards mainland 
China also aroused their interest in Chinese cultural 
elemen ts.12 
6.2-2 M u s i c a l F a c t o r s 
Musical factors are the more direct causes for 七he emergence 
of the phenomenon. Chinese orchestral practice, which has grown 
rapidly in Hong Kong, must have special characteristics to have 
attracted so many players. Before discussing these 
characteristics, it is important to find out what spurred their 
appearance. 
Li Hung ^ y^. ’ Hsiang-kang ta-shih-chi ^ 
(Be^agnf^lJ谷n — min-je — pao ch'u-pan-she 人 f l幸民 ; J ^ l ^ t， 1988), 
12 Cheng Hok-yan, The Historical Development of [the] 
Modern Chinese National Orchestra ——From the May Fourth 
Movement to Now (Unpublished undergraduate thesis of the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, 1984)， p.143. 
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2.2-1 The Comnunist Ideal of Musical Art 
Chinese orchestral practice and repertoire played in Hong 
Kong are both borrowed from the People's Republic of C h i n a . 
Music in modern China has been shaped under the Chinese Communist 
theories and Policies on literature and art. As with political 
and economic theories, these theories, as mentioned in The 
Co 腳划主忘 t Program for Literature and Art in China ^ state that 
they are "things Possessed by a definite class and should follow 
the political thought of a definite class.'•13 and they are 
..weapons uniting the people together, educating the people, and 
dealing blows against the enemy."i4 Therefore they must 
perform their correct social function. Under this policy, the 
artist as an individual is discredited, and all literature and 
artistic works are to be written or composed under particular, 
designated forms and styles. 
Music, as a form of art, is also under these constraints. 
Therefore music "is political in purpose and to be judged only 
according to its acceptance by the p r o l e t e r i a f and artists must 
. " 广 ？ J j a 。 C h u n g , The Communist Program for Literature and Art 
in China (Hong Kong: The Union Research Institute, 1955)， p 12 
14 Mao Tse-tung Talks at Yen an Literary Meeting namnhlpf 
P力blphed by the New China Book Company. Quo'^ted f r o f c L o ' c h u n g 
，卿：St Program for Literature and Art in China (Hong Kong-
The Union Research Institute， 1955), p. 14. 呂 
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‘ i抵列;《 /T]u-«in kin -lea ^ S^X^C^^V 
S i n ' i l ？《蒜 t ’ +。 n 。f ^ _ e r p t "Hu-min 
Another example is a small ensemble piece called "Shan-
hsiang ch'un-tsao cM印龙！f .. (Spring in the Mountain Village). 
Example 3 is an excerpt of the first twelve measures of the 
music. The first measure is a typical ad lib. like solo section 
with chordal accompaniment. This section is followed by an 
andante basically composed of a solo melody and a bass line. 
Although there are violin and viola parts in the score, amateur 
.Chinese orchestras always leave them out, or use juans [plucked 
lutes] as substitutes. (See Appendix V for full score) 
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fxanple 3 Reduction score of the excerpt from "Shan-
hsiang ch un-tsao 山 辦 • 耳 • ’ 肅 " 
One of the .ost suitable musical textures for a prominent 
melodic line is a homophonic texture. The pieces discussed above 
are typical examples. Almost no pieces written for Chinese 
orchestra, especially those played by amateur Chinese orchestras 
in Hong Kong, are in contrapuntal texture. 
^^ can see from these examples that only ^ajor and minor 
.triads， open fifths and fourths, and occasional quartal chords 
(derived f r o . the Pentatonio scale, e.g. measure 15 of Example 2) 
are commonly used in these pieces. Although playing these pieces 
requires a certain level of instrumental technique, amateur 
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Chinese orchestras often rehearse the selected repertoire for 
several months before a concert. Therefore, regardless of the 
musical results, it is obvious that, for the players, the pieces 
are performable. Otherwise, there would be few concerts 
featuring mostly pieces from mainland China. 
Pieces written for Chinese orchestra are mostly 
programmatic with relatively concrete titles and content. In 
addition to the above examples, another commonly played ensemble 
Pieces，"Tung-hai-yu-ke 東每 L冬,朴"（Song of Fishermen in the East 
Sea) is a distinctive example. In order to make the music more 
easily comprehensible, sub-titles are important. For instance, 
the four sub-titles in "Tung-hai-yu-ko" are as follow: 
i. "Li-ming ch'ien ti hai-yang ^ ^ .. 
(the sea at d a w n ) ‘ 
ii. "Yu-min ch'u-hai pu-yu ^ >4 •• 
(Out for fishing) ？ 
iii. ''Chan-sheng ching-t' ao-hai-lang 伪驚务镇 
(overcoming 七he stormy sea) , 
iv. "Feng —shou huan-le erh kui 蟹 收 ％ 棘为J 碎 “ 
(returning with a fruitful yield) 
Therefore, people can easily follow the programmatic content of 
the music while playing or listening. 
, The programmatic nature presupposes little or no knowledge 
of musical theory or techniques, because appreciation is focused 
on 七he programmatic con七en七 and the musical sound (but no七七he 
structure). Most of the amateur Chinese instrumental players in 
Hong Kong have little knowledge of Western music theory. For 
instance, few of the players have attempted the theory 
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examinations of the Royal Schools of Music. In a sense, one can 
play in an orchestra if he knows how to count rhythm and has 
acquired adequate playing technique on particular instruments. 
Therefore, a number of players (especially erh-hu players) are 
allowed to sit in orchestras after learning their instruments for 
only several months. 
Host of the pieces written for Chinese orchestra are 
only a few minutes in length. This is clearly shown in the table 
in Appendix II. Of the twenty-eight concerts in the seventies 
listed in the table, the average number of pieces played in one 
concert is about 13.8 (21 at most and 10 at l e a s t )， and the 
average length of each piece of music played in one concert is 
about 5.5 minutes (see Appendix II for details of calculations). 
The lengths of the pieces discussed above are also less than 10 
minutes, except for "Tung-hai-yu-ke" which is about 10 to 15 
minutes long (depending on the playing tempo). 
一 * 
• 
6-2-2.3 Musicians fron Mainland China 
Amateur Chinese orchestral activities were also stimulated 
by a number of well-known musicians from the People's Republic of 
China. The most distinctive example is the well-known erh-hu 
player， Tong Leung-tak, who came to Hong Kong in 1977. Tong has 
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made several recordings on the hu-ch'in ( ) and his name 
was known to amateur players in Hong Kong before 1977. Tong has 
contributed a lot to amateur Chinese orchestras. His solo 
concert in 1978 was accompanied by a joint-orchestra of five 
amateur organizations. They were the Yuk Fai Cultural 
Association, Wang Kwong Chinese O r c h e s t r a , Hong Kong Chinese Folk 
Orchestra, Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra and Chinese Orchestra 
of the Pui Sing Music Institute.20 Tong is now a senior music 
officer in the Music Office. 
Another example is Li Hiu-man, who came to Hong Kong in 
1972. Li's main activities in the seventies include conducting 
the Hong Kong Youth Music Society and the Chinese ensemble of the 
music club in the University of Hong Kong, becoming an 
instrumental instructor in many schools and organizing the semi-
professional Wah Sing Chinese Folk Orchestra in 1 9 7 7 . 2 1 
Other musicians who settled down in Hong Kong in 七he 
seventies and pushed forward the growth of amateur Chinese 
.orchestral activities in that decade include Yu Hsiao-hsi 
(Yue Siu-hei) (who offered theory classes in the Yuk Fai Cultural 
Association in 1973)， Ma Min ^ j ^ C M a m a n ) (who conducted the Yao 
Yue Chinese Orchestra and the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra many 
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ f T ' ^ g Liang-te ohung-yueh yen-tsou-hui 
(Concert for Chinese instrumental music by Torm 
Leung—七ak), August 6， 1978. 呂 
Concert program, Wah Sing Chinese^ FoIk Orchestra: Wu-
chou-nien chi-nien yin-yueh-hui itfl 冉 i 乙乞、续今（The fifth 
anniversary concert), April 28， 1983. 身 
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times in the seventies), and Fu Jen-chih i (Fu Y a i n - c h i ) . 2 2 
These musicians are respected by amateur players mostly because 
they received musical training in conservatories in mainland 
China and are therefore considered to be musical experts. 
6.2-2.4 Music Scores Published in 七he 1970's 
In the seventies, there were many music scores " 
published in mainland China and available in Hong Kong. Together 
with those published before 1970, most of them have been played 
many times by amateur Chinese orchestras. Appendix III is a list 
of scores published in mainland China in the seventies. Few 
.Pieces were published before 1972 (none are listed in Appendix 
III) because the early seventies were still in the period of the 
Cultural Revolution (Wen-hua-ta-ke-ming ^化大算辞）• It is 
important for amateur players to be able to obtain a considerable 
number of music scores. Although some of the pieces for which 
scores are available in Hong Kong are considered to be bad or too 
d i f f i c u l t to P l a y , a n u m b e r of these p i e c e s are c o m m o n l y p l a y e d 
in concerts. 
22 See Chapter 3 for more details about Fu Jen—chih. 
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6.2-2.5 Other Factors 
The costs of Chinese musical instruments are, when 
compared to those of Western instruments, extraordinarily 
economical. According to informants, no Chinese instruments 
CO咖only used in amateur Chinese orchestras cost over one 
thousand Hong Kong dollars. Therefore, the number of young 
people who can afford to have their own Chinese instruments is 
much larger than those who can buy Western instruments. It is 
important to know that, at least, .oney will not be a problem 
obstructing those who want to learn Chinese instruments. 
F u r t h e r m o r e， b e c a u s e the i n s t r u m e n t s are e c o n o m i c a l , it is m u c h 
easier to set up a' Chinese orchestra than a Western one. 
. Since much of the music played by amateur Chinese 
orchestras is structurally simple， players who have learned for 
only a short period of time can play in an orchestra or an 
ensemble. The Pleasure of playing in an instrumental ense.ble 
becomes a valuable reward for an a.ateur player who .ay have 
learned a Chinese instrument for only a few months. 
In most cases, players were already familiar with 
certain Chinese instrumental pieces. This was because, in the 
sixties, a number of Cantonese films used music written in 
mainland China as background .usio. Since the seventies, these 
fibns have been broadcast extensively on television. Examples of 
music that is frequently used as f i l . .usio are •.Tung-hai-yU-ko 广 
" K u n g , ^ ^ % -(Bow dance), "Overture of hs iao-tao-hu i O . ^ / f 澳 
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• dance drama), "Chiang-chUn.-1 ing 料 辈 々 " ( S o n g of the 
General) and ''Ch ‘ ien~ t ' ang-ohiang-p ' an (The riverside 
of Ch'ien-t'ang river). Therefore, these Cantonese fil.s .ay 
have aroused, young people's interest in Chinese instrumental 
music, especially music from mainland China. 
Obviously, no phenomenon emerges because of a single 
factor. The rapid growth of amateur Chinese orchestras in the 
seventies was caused by many factors, some of which are 
underlying factors and some of which are direct factors. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION 
After a thorough investigation of the activities of amateur 
Chinese orchestras in Hong Kong, it 1S clear that most of the 
players in the seventies were young people who had been amateur 
players since they were students. A number of them were involved 
in two or more orchestras and spent much of their time in these 
musical activities. As mentioned in previous chapters, although 
amateur Chinese orchestras in Hong Kong have encountered several 
problems, their activities were still vigorous in the seventies. 
With the growth of Chinese orchestral activity, some players 
such as those in the Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra and the 
Music Lovers' Chinese Orchestra (established in the late 
seventies) began to feel strongly the need for a better musical 
result. At the same time, the vigor of amateur Chinese 
orchestras may bave been a factor in the establishment of a 
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government-run musical organi~ation, the Music Office. 
Simultaneously, the preference for better musica l results marked 
an era of amateur players achieving a higher level of 
instrumental technique 1n the late seventies. As a consequence, 
the first professional Chinese orchestra was established in 1977 . 
No phenomenon emerges becau se o f n s ingl e fa ct o r , a n d the 
rapid growth of amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies was 
caused by many factors. As we can see, although there was only 
one amateur Chinese orchestra in the fifties, this instrumental 
tradition grew rapidly in the seventies. Of all the factors 
contributing to the rapid growth of the amateur orchestral 
tradition 1n Hong Kong, musical factors that related to Communist 
aesthetic theories are the most direct ones. Besides the folk 
nature of the music, the Communist ideals concerning artistic 
works have led to most of the Chinese instrumental music composed 
after 1949 containing some characteristics similar to those of 
popular music. As a result, this musical genre 1S embraced by 
young people in Hong Kong. Musicians and mUS1C scores from the 
People's Republic of China in the seventies not only provided 
teachers and repertoire for the amateur players, but also 
fortified their enthusiasm for this musical tradition. 
The above factors provided "necessary conditions" but not 
sufficient ones. There are several other factors in the bloom of 
amateur Chinese orchestras in the seventies. The inherent 
advantages of Chines-e instrumental playing include low-cost 
instruments, a relatively short period for acquiring sufficient 
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technique for playing in an ensemble or orchestra (usually 
several months) and a short period leading to musical rewards. 
In addition, p l a y e r s ' interest in music written for Chinese 
orchestra was further reinforced by hearing the background music 
of those Cantonese films which were broadcast extensively on 
television in the seventies. For 咖y p l a y e r s ,酣 k i n g thxs ..sic 
seen on television was a way to realize for themselves .usio that 
they had Previously only heard many times. It is natural that 
this kind of realization would have a lot of interest for them. 
Furthermore, the bloom of amateur Chinese orchestras led to the 
government's involvement in Chinese orchestral activity. In 
return, this became another reinforcement of the players' 
interest. 
Siaitable social environment and economic background may be 
the important aspects when we examine the cultural practices of a 
particular society. Similarly, the bloom of amateur Chinese 
orchestras could hardly have emerged in the seventies without 
appropriate social and economic backgrounds. The economy of Hong 
Kong has grown rapidly since the Second World War. In the decade 
of the 1970's, Hong Kong was one of "New Industrial Countries or 
Regions (NIC)" in Southeast Asia with the fastest economic 
growth.1 Improvements in the social environment came after the 
growth of the economy. People were likely to spend .ore time and 
money for leisure after the social and economic environments of 
Hong Kong were improved in 七he seventies. 
1 See Chapter 6 (6.2.1.1). 
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The g o v e r瞭 n t also paid •nore attention to enriching the 
cultural activities of the eoeiet.. The Council b 咖 to 
sponsor concerts by a.ateo. organisations. as the W a n . K 卯 n g 
Chinese Orchestra, the Hong Kong Chinese F o l . O.ehe.t.a (forced 
in 1972) and the Wah S i n . Chinese P o l . Orchestra. The Hong Kong 
Arts Festival. Festival of Asian Arts, and a of outdoor 
in various districts are all organised by the Urban 
Co⑴丨c.U. Consequently, - r e attention «as given to cultural 
aspects Of the H f e of the citizens. Naturally, this may Bene.it 
.the growth Of Chinese o.ehest.al activity - a kind of c . U u r a l 
activity — in Hong Kong. 
The population structure in the seventies was also an 
advantage. There were about t.o . i l U o n y 咖 g people (ove. 4 0 . 
of the population) in the seventies and, simultaneously, the 
Players in a.ateu. Chinese orchestras were . o s t l , . o u n . people-
therefore, it is likely that, the greater the n u . b e . of young 
people, the greater will be the number of a.ateur Chinese 
i n s t r酸 n t a l players. F u r t h e r請 e， y 剛 g people's interest in 
Chinese cultural elements was a.oused a f t e . a series of student 
m o v a n t s concerning the Political problem of the sove.ei.n right 
over the Senkaku Gunto Islands. For .any a.ateur players， 
Chinese instrumental .usic (whether traditional or new 
g e n m ) is involving themselves in a Chinese cultural practice 
However, t h e . a.e li.ely to select Chinese orchestral activity 
because this is the one that is easiest for t h e . to accept 
We can see that, besides the .usical factors, the social and 
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economic aspects d i s cussed above were the unde r l y i ng f a c t o r s that 
provided beneficial conditions for the bloom of amateur Chinese 
o r ches t r a s in the s even t i e s . , 
A l though the seven t i e s was the decade f o r the bloom of 
amateur Chinese o r ches t r a s , the a c t i v i t i e s of these o r ches t r a s 
declined in the next decade. In the early eighties, .any amateur 
C h i n e e orchestras were still act ive, and they still had 
conce r t s , i n s t rumenta l c l a s se s and other a c t i v i t i e s . A f t e r the 
middle of the decade, several orchestras declined rapidly. A 
lack of Players is common in these orchestras. Taking the Wang 
Kwong Chinese Orches t ra as an example, the o r ches t r a u s u a l l y has 
about s i x t y P l a ye r s in conce r t . However, in a r ehea r sa l "in 1989， 
there were less than thirty players attending the rehearsal.^ 
I t i s necessary to mention that t h i s r ehea r sa l was conducted by a 
guest conductor , Yue Luen. That i s to say, the number of p l aye r s 
a t t end ing a r ehea r sa l w i l l be even sma l le r i f there i s no guest 
conductor . 
On the other hand, bes ides those in the Music O f f i c e , i t 
s ee贴 to be a trend that . o r e and . o r e Chinese ins t rumenta l 
c l a s se s are be ing set up in secondary s choo l s . These groups are 
s i m i l a r to those of the seven t i e s , but there are some 
d i f f e r e n c e s . Usua l l y , there are three to four pa id i n s t r u c t o r s 
teach ing d i f f e r e n t inst ruments, and one or two of them w i l l 
S e p t 二 b e r T I / r S ^ T s a l the Wang Kwong Chinese Orches t ra on 
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conduct the orchestra (or ensemble group). In the seventies, 
there were usually one or two i n structors, or even no pa i d 
instructor. 
While the amateur Chinese orchestras are declining in this 
decade, new players are being trained in secondary schools. It 
1S interesting to note that the amateur Chinese orchestras fail 
to enroll new players from those schools, a very diffe r ent 
situatio ri fro ~ the se v e n ties whe n p l ay e r s In thes e orc hestr a s 
we re mo s tly s tud ents. To reveal the reasons for the situation in 
, 
the eighties, further extensive studies are necessary. However, 
this topic is not included within the scope of this thesis. 
Nevertheless, this thesis may be a useful reference for the 
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— — —Ha-l—i 二 側 3 ， T s u e n Wan Town Hall Audito.iu./City 
一 ——t—二“=rV|-jhu 锡g , g Kin-wai [Wang Chien-wei] yen-
April 8，1984, C U y Hall Thealre ^^ Kin-wai), 
, S e p t e m b e r 15, 1986， City Hall Theatre. 
" " " " H a ' l i / " ' ' ' 29，1988，Shatin Town Hall Cultural Activities 
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： 8 8 Music by Ho Zhanghao 
August 20/27, 1988, auditorium of Shatin Town Hall / City 
Hall concert hall. 
The Horizon Cultural Society 支待 ; ^二 November 14, 1977, 
City Hall concert hall. 
Ma Man •务之[Ma Min] : The Concert of Famous Chinese Concerto 
(Chung-kuo chu-ming hsieh-tsou-ch 'ii yin-yiieh-hui ^ 
-f总差 1 由身東哼 ），March 8, 1987, City Hall Concert Hall. 
Music Club of the Student Union of the University of Hong Kong 
[Music Club H.K.U.S.U.]: Annual Performance, November 9, 
1975, City Hall Theatre. 
Music Administrator‘s Office [Music Off ice]: The Inaugural 
Concert of the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra, December 
26, 1978, Academic Community Hall. 
Nan Ch‘ing yi-wen-hsieh 
趣 ! 壌 始 么 ( N a n Ch‘ing art and literature 
society): Pine Bamboo Plum Chinese Orchestral Music Concert 
姬 巧 神 ），October 4， 1 9 7 8 , City Hall concert hall. 
New Tune Chinese Orchestra 
: S u m m e r Concert (hsia-j ih 
yin-yiieh-hui 考 锋 气 ） ， J u l y 3, 1988, Tsuen Wan Town Hall 
Auditorium. 
Orquestra Chinesa de Macau [Macau Chinese Orchestra] 寸绿、f], 
March 2, 1989, Macau: Forum II. 
Pao Ying-chung 鲍失中 ( p r e s e n t s ) : Concert for All (Yin-yueh yen-
tsou-hui j 雙 ) , April 3, 1960, Po Hing Cinema. 
Pui Sing Music I n s ^ t u t e : Lui Pui Yuen Pipa & Chin Recital 摩 
该 料 多 A I , November 15/16, 1979，City Hall concert 
hall. 
, D e c e m b e r 23, 1979, City Hall concert hall. 
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Radio H g f Kong (Hsiang-kang k随 n » p。 t i e n - t ' a i ^洛备 
‘ 赖凌么），May 28.丄962，City Hall Concert H a l l / ^ ^ ^ 
(presents), August 22, 1966, City Hall Concert Hall. 
Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchp^^rp g (？^ # 
I97S 丨序 1 f / r (Kstabiishment concert). Au^'u^t 丄 A r t Centre Shouson Theatre. 
，March 27, 1979， City Hall concert hall. 
S。uthe|;?c4hina F i l m ^ j u s t ^ r y United Association ^ 
Ti-yi^tzu hsuo-hsi yin-yueh-hui % - 壞 蓉 、 务 4「 T h r . 
learning concert] (presenter not given), May 27 
(venue not given). ” 又 工 助 1， 
Ti-erh-tzu hsuo-hsi yin-yueh-hui 〖f > 欠 树 為邀令「 T h . 
learning connprt-1 . [ . V ® 办年巧 IThe second 
( v e n u e 1。 r ^ 二二 5. (presenter "。七 given), December 1, 1951, 
Tong Leung-tak [Tang Lian这一tel. T n n c r t o r , ^ ^ , 
tsou-hui J ^ W h ^ i } ^ J", Liang-te chung-yueh yen-
concert) A u l u S R ^ Leung-tak Chinese music 
concert:)， August 6， 1978, Academic Community Hall. 
United Academy of Music 科今為餘釋敌 . r h i n . . r . 
Concert v^  1：^  梦 i ^ i t ^ l n : 二 C^hinese Instrumental 
hall. ^ (Jctober 4, 1876, City Hall 
concert 
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Wah Sing Chines Folk Orchestra # /t^ ^ ^ Ifl . . , 
, chi-nien yin~yueh~hu j 令 in 7、“;m/、 二赞。Wu~chou~iiien 
City Hall c o J e r t = 【 i 至 迎 千 、 兄 尤 々 泉 A p r i l 28, 1983, 
，October 4, 1984. City Hall Concert Hall. 
S r c L h = r H � a n h e s t r a i 完 111 续 亂 August C i t . 
. A p r i l 3. 1977, City Hall Concert Hall. 
: ，December 18， 1977, City Hall Concert Hall. 
… — - ‘ n = ？ = ; CJub [ r - n t e d by the 
1978，New Asia C o l L g f Asia College], January 20， 
：Pi-mu y i n - y i i e h - h u 通 料 续 今 （ c 。 n • . • 
冗eremony) [presented by New Asia C M n ^ M ^ d o s i n g 
October 6, 1978，New A L r C o l l e g e " Soceity, 
, A p r i l 1979, City Hall Concert Hall. 
, A p r i l 6， 1980, City Hall Concert Hall. 
，September 20. 1981， City Hall Concert Hall. 
, F e b r u a r y 21/22, 1984, City Hall Concert Hall. 
… 二 二 - E l ^ i Y 琴 杀 J i r V / u Y a . c h i CFu Yin-ohih 
1984，City Hall Concert H a l l / ^ ^ '^  )，September 23， 
•""""oh^u luWOpEeVne^-isngs f ^ h i n e s e Instrumental Music (Tang Liang-
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1989, Sha 丄 S f o t l “ 樂 f )' 
Yau fpresented by Music Club of 
，Januray 8, 1978， City Hall Concert Hall. 
— — — — 、 J a n u r a y 1，_1879. City Hall Concert Hall,. 
7 ， December 29， 1979, City Hall Concert Hall. 
， N o v e m b e r 30， 1980， City Hall Theatre. 
， A u g u s t 18, 1981, City Hall Concert Hall. 
W i t . Classical Chinese Concert ( T 勢；务灰 
/飞），May 24 and June 16, 1975, City Hall concert hall 
了i:Z〉，fS!!u。min-tsu ch'i-yueh yen-tsou-hui ^ ® 
！ “ C y h 二 ! = 二 n 二 嶋 t a l .usic concert?： / J M 
— — —「 9 + " c T t i c 二 二 七 （ 缚 i矣灰 f ), Harch 28, 
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Appendix 11 A Survey on Repertoire of Twenty-eight Concerts 
1n 1970 "s 
[A] Total number of musical pIeces played 
[B] Nu~ber of Chinese instrumental pIeces played 
CC] Number of pIeces from mainland China 
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HKCFO Hong Kong Youth Chinese Folk Orchestra 
HKYCO Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra 












"Pine Bamboo Plum Chinese Orchest r a Music 
Concert" presented by the Nan-c h'ing 
yi -wen - hs ie h 
(N an - ch ' ing Art a nd Li terature Society) 
Joint Orche~tral Concert organized by the 
Chinese Music Group of Hong Kong Polytechnic 
Pui Sing Music Institute 
Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra 
H jn :..yii eh tu -d~u ch' ung- c hou y i n - yu e h- hu i cI, .~~'i'J 
»:. "'"1. ~ -\ ~ /rt- (Tarn Yiu - chung Fo 1 k Hus ic ' 
Solo and En s em b le Concert) 
Un ited Academy of Music (~}--ti~~1lb 
Concert organized by Hong Kong Amateur Chinese 
Music Association 
Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra 
Concert presented by Yim Kun-fat 
Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra 
2. Performing Venues: 
ACH Academic Concert Hall of Baptist College 
CH City Hall Concert Hall 
CHT City Hall Theatre 
LEE Lee Theatre 
LYH Lok Yau Hall 1n the University of Hong Kong 
Hing Hing Oi Kowloon Centre 
NA New Asia College 
SHOU Shouson Theatre in the Art Centre 
SK Sang Kwong Cinema 
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Average percentage of pieces from mainland China: 
82% (Th e 'sum of all percentages divided by 28) 
Average percentage of length of a piece played in concer t: 
5.5 minutes* 
*This is obtained by the following calculation: 
Average no.of pieces played in one concert: 
13.8 (The sum of total piece played ln all concerts 
divided by 28) 
Average length of each plece: 
(105min - 15min=) 90minutes / 13.8 pcs = 6.5 minutes 
[we need 1 minute for preparing the stage 
setting of one piece] 
Average length of each piece: 
6.5 minutes - 1 minute = 5.5 minutes 
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A p p e n d i x I I I S c o r e s P u b l i s h e d i n M a i n l a n d C h i n a 
i n t h e 1 9 7 0 ' s 
1 9 7 3 
蘧 收 教 鼓 合興 ： 1 b京：人民啬察出瓶社 
Parouss ion for a B um p o r Harvest 
大 * 紅 花 遍 地 開 合舆 北 京 ： 入 民 奋 察 出 瓶 社 
Red Flower霧 Bloo_ in T a-c h a 1 
大 寒 紅 花 麵 地 開 至獨奥 ： 1 b京 2入民奋察出瓶社 
M m d F lowers Bloom i n T a-c h a i 
大丨麵.河醉箱筲年 合爽 A 京 * 入 民 资 赛 出 阪 社 
RavriaMinv "t h • Past V • • i•塞 Na«p Ta-ch litg R i • « i 4 a 
羯 W i t t馬運《忙 苗子猬奧 沈 速 享 入 民 出 瓶 社 
Flipping tho Whip and Urging the Horsa Carrying Grain 
1 9 7 4 
雄 出 彩 虹 萬 里 兵 合奰 廣 州 ： 廣 東 入 民 出 版 社 
W e a V i ff Out a Ten Thousand II i 1 o R a i n b om 
i n ® 飛 合奥 ： 1 b京：入民裔架出瓶社 
Flyinsr Clouds 
上學去 笛子合與 上 海 S 上 海 人 民 出 瓶 社 
Going -t o School 
喜開《 合奥 廣 州 S 廣 累 人 民 出 瓶 社 
H a P P 1 1 V Raising the Scythe 
萬 麻 f 毛 主 麻 合獎 ： 1 b京：人民奋嘛出版社 
L o fi 0 lifot Cha ii^nan t1 a o 
文 藝 節 目 第七 t t ( 器 突 曲 專 t t ) 北 京 ： 人 民 文 * 出 阪 社 
軍 民 圓 枯 心 埋 心 收打察舍與 
Soldiers and the Paop1o «ra United Together 
戲 色 風 m m m 
To Fight A 0 a i It 霍 -t h a Typhoon 
大幕紅花•地開 合興 
Red F lowers B 1o ow 1n Ta-ch* i 
揭itfitt馬運《忙 苗子獨奧 
F 1 i pp 1n9 the Whip and Urging tho Hor 
Carry i ng Gra 1n 
山 村 来 了 售 貢 貝 唄tri獨奰 
rt 8 « 1OM a n C OM a • to t h e U i 1 l e g e 
革厚iiia兵 宝獨奥 
P a -t r o 1 of tho G a 雪• 1 觀 n 4 
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我 是 人 民 的 小 « 兵 （ 木 聚 獨 奰 》 
I a M "the L i t -t 1 e C a v a I p y a i a n o f t h e P o o p la 
赛到济河 柳聚獨興 
I 
S p r i n g c o m o 霧 t o t h o y 1 R i v o r 
拥軍狭把 合興 北 京 s 人 民 奋 樂 出 版 社 
D a n c e 【 y a n 9 ]< o 】 f o p S u p p o r t Inff t h e A r m ^ 
路上 小合與 廣 州 ： 餍 東 入 民 出 瓶 社 
C a m p i n s i n t h e l l i l d e p n o 糖禱 
1 9 7 5 
赛川新 1 1 坂胡猬奧 映 西 人 民 出 瓶 社 
H a w S o n g o t -t h a C h ' 1 n R i v e r 
« 收 狭 I R 二胡馆輿 映 西 人 民 出 瓶 社 
D a n o e 【 Y a n 0 k o 】 f o r a B u M p e r H a r v e s t 
山搏審早 小合與 膺 州 ： 廣 累 人 民 出 阪 社 
S p r i n g in t h e M o u n t a i n U i 1 1 « 9 e 
* 竇 收 喜 開 H 笛子猬奥 ： 1 b京 S入民啬期出阪社》 
s t r i v i n g f o r H i g h Y i o l d « H « p p i l y R a i s i n g t h e S c a t h e 
維 吾 爾 族 民 察 合 奥 曲 二 首 北 京 S 入 民 奋 供 出 瓶 社 
晶 侖 益 開 大 寒 花 
F 1 O M a r • o f T a - c h a 1 b l o o _ in K ' u n - l u n M o u n t a i n 
大 麼 紅 旗 映 天 山 
T h e R o d F l a g o f T a - c h a i 眷 h i n o 霧 o n T ' i o n floun'ta in 
勒丰之於 s 子 獨 奧 北 京 ： 人 民 奋 供 出 瓶 社 
8 0 n 9 0 f t h e D r I v a r a 
送 我 師 父 上 大 * 笛子獨興 
A c o o M p a n v i n^r M y M a • t e r t o -the U n I v a r a 
壯讲 t l給毛主厢 舍奰 桂 符 ： 廣 s 人 民 出 瓶 社 
Bi*oc 龜 die f o r C h a iraian M a o 
舂到济河 柳 與 上 海 ： 上 海 入 民 出 瓶 社 
S p r i n g C o » e _ t o t h a V i R i v e r 
千 里 海 两 收 合與 ：1b京：人民窗供出瓶社 
" 1 . 8 8 8 r i l l o 靠 S o 覩 « n d D i v e r " 1 v a f o r H i f f h V 1 a 1 d » 
1 9 7 6 
红旗染 S J I K 合興 北 京 ： 人 民 奋 供 出 瓶 社 
S o n g o F T r i u _ p h P o r t h e It o d P 1 a 0 C « n * 1 
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湘 尼 社 員 送 公 描 合奰 上 海 ： 上 海 入 民 出 瓶 社 
C OMM U n e MiBaibox* 霍 of C h ‘ e - n 1 d e 1 i v a p 0 r a 1 n 
打谷现上 I R轚掲 合舆 上 海 ： 上 海 人 民 出 瓶 社 
Song 以 oico 霧 in the Workshop For H u 種 It i n g 
只 时 * 深 山 出 太 》 合奰 北 京 ： 人 民 奋 察 出 瓶 社 
Hope for 8unl igh-t in t h o f1ount>*in霧 
m m 五 簠 奧 上 海 ： 上 海 人 民 出 瓶 社 
Food i n g -the Chickens 
沿 * 社 會 主 典 大 谨 奔 前 方 
( 資 合 奰 北 京 ： 入 民 奋 》 出 傲 社 
R U n n 1 n 0 F o m a r d A l o n g t h o R o a d o f S o c i a l i«M 
1 9 7 7 
沿 * 社 會 主 典 大 谨 奔 前 方 
(資《！：稱） 坂胡獨興 上 海 ： 上 海 人 民 出 版 社 
R U n n i n 9 P om a r d Along the* Road o F Socially _ 
海：ft抵開大冪花 坂胡獨舆 ： 1 b京：人民奋換出瓶社 
Flowop 霧 of T A - C h a i B 1 o OM in -the Island 
沸腿的礓 1 1 合奧 上 海 ： 上 海 入 民 出 阪 社 
The Pier 
合與 ： 1 b京：人民奋察出版社 
You and I A r a B « g o r to Im i -fc a t e T a-c h a 1 
梓 業 工 人 * 大 * 至獨與 ： 1 b京：人民奋察出版社 
T i M b 0 r l^opkai^ 糖 I_itato T a- o h a 1 
廣 累 裔 》 曲 》 合奥 北 京 ： 入 民 奋 槩 出 瓶 社 
綱花肤红心 
Sparks of Steel Shining -t h 0 Red Heart 
班 出 彩 虹 萬 里 長 
W a a V* i n 9 O u t a T o n T h o u s a n d li 1 1 e R a i n b o w 
學 大 寒 靖 新 • 
Loarn 1 ng Fr OM Ta- ch« i t o Draw -the New D 1 • g r *M 
勞山弓丨术 
C u t t i n g T h r o u g h t o B p 1 n ^ in y a -t a r 
喜開 I I 
H a p p 1 1 y R « i • i n g t h e S c t h a 
山想》早 
S p p i n « i n the Mounta In tf i 1 1 推 ff e 
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夜探 
P r a c t i c e a t N 1« h t 
上主战 
A t t o n d i n g t h e M a i n Lo雪雪on 
貧 贌 送 艾 上 大 * 
T h e P e a s a n t 8 e n dl 雪 H i 糖 D « u 9 It o p t o t h e U n i v e 翁 i "t v 
學業到山想 
G o t o M o u n t a i n U 1 1 1 a g e A f t e r G r a d u a t i n g 
雨打色麓 
R a i n D r o p s h i t t h e B a n a n a T r a a L e a f s 
赛 n 寞 拥 
W i n n i n g "the D r a g o n B o 攏*t R a c 1 n 0 C o n p a - t i-t i o n 
工 地 一 》 笛子獨奰 上 海 ： 上 海 人 民 出 瓶 社 
A Iio 霍霍 Of! in • W o r k i n 9 S i t e 
公 社 一 片 新 紙 承 唄 o n獨奧 北 京 ： 人 民 啬 察 出 版 社 
N e w A ' t M o s p h o r e i n t h o C o M M u n u e 
百 萬 雄 師 過 大 江 柳聚獨奰 北 京 ： 人 民 奋 突 出 版 社 ~ 
A M i l l i o n S o l d i e r s c p o 霧霍 t h e T a R i vr e r 
貧 赓 送 女 上 大 * 合奥 廣Iff ••廣東人民出版社 
T h e P e •霍• T1 t S e n d 糖 H i 雄 D « u 9 li t e i* -t o -the U n i v 0 i* 雪 i "t fj 
大 寒 紅 旗 紅 蓠 里 合奥 北 京 ： 人 民 奋 察 出 版 社 
T h a R e d F l a g o f T a - o h a i 
® 親 入 早 日 養 好 澜 二胡獮舆 上 海 ： 上 海 人 民 出 版 社 
H o p i n 0 f o r a 8 p o e d 9 R e c o v e r y o f R a l a t i v e 【 R o d A _ y 】 
1 9 7 9 
寞讲 合奰 廣 州 ： 廣 東 入 民 出 版 社 
W 1 n n 1 nsr h o D r a g o n B o a t R a c i n g C o M p o t i t 1 o n 
« 收 （ » 目 生 産 大 合 D g ) 舍奥 ： 1 b京：入民奋察出瓶社 
B U » P e I* H a X* e e t 
X 率 向 綦 a a 山 跑 四重爽 上 海 ： 上 海 文 藝 出 ® 社 
T h e T r a i n I « R u n n i n g T o w a r d s t h e S h a o M o u n t a i n 
南 海 漁 民 n g ® 收 合奰 db m : 人 民 裔 供 出 阪 社 
F i s h a r a i a n in t h a S o u - t h e r n 8 a a S i n g F o r T h a i r 
H i g h Y i e 1 <!• 
南骞之眷 合獎 廣 州 ： 廣 東 人 民 出 版 社 
S P i n g in S o u t h e r n N u a n ^ - t u n g 
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下山 R t ( » S < < 中 H 狂 理 曲 > > ) 
合奥 ： 1 b京：人民奋供出版社 
T h • T 1 0 0 r F p O H t h o M o u n t a In 
少 》 民 族 器 察 曲 ® 、 北 京 ： 人 民 裔 察 出 瓶 社 
m 15 巴.场獮獎 
Song of t h 0 FisherMon 
帕来爾 笛子獨獎 
T h o H a p p y P* a - M l - e r h 
H t 想 眷 早 届 骨 胡 獨 興 
8 p p 1n 9 in C h u a n 9 U i 1 1 « 9 a 
拉山號子 置宝獨奰 
W o k S o n g for C l e a v i n f f H i l l s 
萃 尿 埋 蕃 北 京 合奰 
Solidapltt^ B e -t M e e n the Gra«« land and B o 1 J Ing 
少 《 民 送 器 架 曲 》 : 1 b 京 ： 人 民 奋 供 出 阪 社 
H i 讲 K 給 毛 主 麻 合興 
B r o o a d a f o r C h a i rata n M a o 
金色的枚圾 舍興 
T h e G o 1d a n G p a x i n 9 L a n d 
第 一 次 收 ® 合奰 
T h e F i p 雲 H « p v e « - t 
昆侖fiS關大塞花 合與 
F 1 O M a r• of T a一 o h籑 i b 1o o m in K' un- lun Mountain 
术郷fit開大寒花 合與 上 海 S 上 海 文 藝 出 版 社 
F 1 O M e r • o f T a - c h a i B l o o _ « in W a t e r U 1 1 1« g o 
翁家新町 合奰 ’ 上 海 ： 上 海 文 藝 出 版 社 
N e w S o n g o f t h e Y 1 F a n i 1v 
映 山 紅 花 開 紅 軍 來 五 重 》 上 海 ： 上 海 文 藝 出 瓶 社 
T h e M o u n t a in S h i n e s m i t It t h o B l o o n i n g o f t h e 
R e d F l o w e r a n d t h e C OM i n g o f t h a R o d 
1 9 7 9 
^ rr ^  m 三重奰 北 京 ： 入 民 裔 供 出 瓶 社 
Main Drop霍 hit the Banana T r a a L a av a « 
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Appendix IV A d m i n i s t r a t i v e S t r u c t u r e of the 
Wang Kwong Ch inese O r ches t r a 






‘ 「 常 務 - 委 員 會 創 作 小 組 
j f g j " 學 員 樂 除 
^ 務 " L 學 員 訓 練 班 I 
譜務組 
i 全 體 團 員 大 金 ‘ 一譜務 " L資料室 
全 i ^ W貝 X曰 務 一 總 務 組 专 
. Uii版一編輯組 I 
I 厂內f另副團長(主席） 匚55L1S \ 
. 一 吹 管 組 _ 組 長 iiS'SES 
5 一 彈 i g 組 內 務 組 長 . 一彈礙過代表 I 
\ 內務袓一一拉弦組內務組長 m 命一-泣弦組代表 I 
\ 一中低音祖務祖長 @ • - 中 低 音 組 代 表 、， 
？ “ L•敲搫祖內務組長 一敲擎組代表 i 
3 厂樂務(主席） 一 學 員 樂 隊 代 表 
\ ••吹管組樂務組長 L常委會代表 j 
一彈撥祖i務組長 I 
I 樂務組-一拉弦祖樂務組長 ‘ \ 
1 一中低音祖樂務組長 ^圃继【分 、\ ？ 
一 敲 撃 組 樂 務 組 長 樂 嫁 1 
. I L指揮代表. L 學 貝 樂 陵 I 
Yue Man-lung 
(ed . ) Hung-kuang t 'uan-k 
'an i) 
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Appendix V M u s i c a l Examples i n F u l l Scores 
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2. Mu-oiin hsin-ke 
Solo ^ I 
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G lossa ry 
BCC Chinese Orches t ra 守 抹 勒 缘 用 
C e n t r a l B roadcas t i ng S t a t i on in B e i j i n g , the 
(see Chung-yang J en-min kuang-po t i e n - t ' a i 
min-chu-yi ieh-t 'uan ) 
C e n t r a l Conservatory of Music if 央 4 较 增 良 
Chan Chi-kang-sang 辣 g 史！ 
Chan Kit-man 汰 杰 （ 
Chan Kwok- fa i 
Chan Yip-wang 
Ch'ao-chou 浏 
Chaw S i n g - f a i )械：^争 
Cheng 弯 
Ch 'ien-t ‘ ang-chiang-p ‘ an ^ 
Cheung Wing-sau "？冬 • 
Ch iang - chun- l i ng 料 等 令 
China Book Shop f 
Ch ina Record Company 卞勒*兄乂巧 
Chinese C l e r k s ' A s s o c i a t i o n \ 卞务今 
Chinese Communist Pa r t y 阁我束熏 
Chinese Orches t ra of the Radio Hong Kong 
C h ' i n g (Ch ' i ng Dynesty) 
Chung-hu 一 明 
Chung-yang jen-min kuang-po t i e n - t ' a i 、 … 、 良 承 拽 变 ^^  氏处译廣 
min-chu-yi ieh-t 'uan 
Chung Y ip M idd le School 
Commercial P ress P u b l i c a t i o n Company 知 杨 冲 塞 
Ding, L . K . , Dr. (D r . L . k . D i n g ) 挽 i 條 
Diocesan Boy 's School 言 见 
D i s t r i c t Youth Chinese Orches t ras 
Dong Chor 
E r h - h u � � 
Fu J e n - c h i h 丨符-j i Z. 
Fu Yae - ch i (see Fu J en - ch i h ) 
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Gordon Siu 谱 網 才 i 
Han , ， ， 
Han-chu t i a o - s h i h ; J � 政 训 式 
Heung To Midd le Schoo l 
Ho P i k - k i n � / 講 较 
Ho Wing-kam /^ Ij 象！珍 
Ho Yuk-kwong 
• J Z z 、 J 
Hong Kong Amateur Chinese Music A s s o c i a t i o n 為 淚 重 輕 | 载 缘 慎 
Hong Kong Chinese F o l k Orches t ra 
Hong Kong Ph i l ha rmon i c Chinese Orches t ra 
Hong Kong Times Centre 房 德 服 中 ' 。 尺 展 
Hong Kong Youth A s s o c i a t i o n 为 ? 汽 询 气 
Hong Kong Youth Chinese Or ches t ra 奉片冲缘 i f) 
Hong Kong Youth Chinese F o l k Orches t ra 务 ; I ： 朴 | 熟 键 廣 
Hong Kong Youth Music S o c i e t y ^ 源 糾 身 逢 t ^ ^ 
Hong Kong Youth Ph i l ha rmon i c Orches t ra 々 海 戈 样 緣 钱 锋 丨 墓 
Hor izon C u l t u r a l So c i e t y , the 
Hs i -ch i i ( o p e r a ) 极 曲 
Hsiao-ku 小 
Hs iao - t su 小 
Hsiao Yu-mei 漆复询 
H s i e n - t a i kuo-yueh i^ J^ ^ 
Hs i n - ch ' i ng y in-y i i eh-hs ieh-yuen 和 項 今 辣 ) 學 f ^ 
H s i n - c h ' i n g m in - t su -yueh- tu i 新 , 诚 缴 路 
H s i n - t i ^ {p 
Hsing-chi i h s i ao - t su 游 輝 她 
Hsiieh-yuen y i i eh- tu i (see Student o r che s t r a ) 
Hu - ch ' i n 
Huang Ch ih 省 ft 
Hung-kuang t 
'uan-k'an 麥芝阁》 J . . . 
Hung-yang kuo-sui, kuang-ta han sheng 碟才：^剛 >f,先六 
I n t e r f l ow Performances (see Kuan-mo-hui) 
John Cheng ？ 
J o i n t De c l a r a t i on by B r i t a i n and y / ^ 
the Peop l e ' s Repub l i c of Ch ina, the ^ 71 
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Joint Publishing Company 3 ^^ 
Kao Tsu-ming 
Kuan-mo-hui 银 今 、 
Kuan-she yin-tsao 
Kung-jen chii-le-pu (Workers ‘ Club) X A 
Kung-nung-pin X 袁 务 
Rung-wu ^ 勒 
Kwan Wing-keung 
Kwok Fung Chinese Orchestra 哪 继 jf^  
Lam Fung 杯 吸 
Lau Sheung-man 爆）念礼 
Leung Chi-cheung 線 ; 4 俯 
Li Chun-sang 冬 俊 生 
Li Hiu-man 毛丨礎 ^ 
Li Po-ying 气 * ^ 傍 
Li Ying-wai ^ 
Liao-ta-ke 宠六 
Liu-ch'in 辦 务 
Lo Ka-ying 森务 ^ ^ 
Lok Yau Hall 後 体 烹 ， 
Lui Pui-yuen (Lii P'ei-yiie 
n ) I 钱 ft、 
Lii P ‘ ei-yiien ( see Lui Pui-yuen ) 
May Fourth Movement 炎丨饭逢切 
Ming Oi Centre, Caine Road 
Ming Oi Centre, Kowloon 九 览 明 也 今 ‘ 么 、 
Mong Kok Workers' Children School 时 而 如 硬 收 
Mu-ch‘in 术 
Mu-min -ke 良 料 秋 
Music Administrator‘s Office 
Music Lovers' Chinese Orchestra 等 緣 闻 
Music For the Millions 
Nan-hu r^-lTj^ . , 
New Evening Post % V ( 歧 撒 
New Generation 
Ng Tai-kong > 々 f U 
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Overture of dance drama, hsiao-tao-hui 
Pao-wei-tiao-yu-t 'ai 係 務 ^ 勒 紅 ^ 
Pao-tiao-shih-chien (Senkaku Gunto Islands incident) 
p'ai-ku ^yu^ 
P'ai-sheng 轉 缘 
Pang-ti辦丨盜 
P'eng-ling kuX 
P'i-p'a 仇 绝 
Pien-chung 
Pui Sing Music Institute 
Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club Music Trust Fund 
Juan p 么 
San-hsien 二 钱 
School Music and Speech Festival 
Shan-hsiang ch'un-chao 
S h z -sheng-tiao fk^ 
Shuo-ch ' ang (singing narrative ^ ^ 
Sing Fai Chinese Folk Orchestra 
Southern China Film Industry United Associatio 
St .Louis Secondary School 雙 系 臭 斯 ， 緣 
St.Paul Boys School 
Su-chu (string and wind [bamboo] ) 
Suo-na 
Ta-he-tsou 大 々 灰 
Ta-hu 
Ta-ku j^lk^ 一 
Ta Kung Pao 大 板 、 
Tai Hang Tong Po On Commercial Association School 
Tam Yiu-chung 
Tang Liang-te (see Tong Leung-tak) 
Ti-kuan 4良臂 
Ti-hu 
Ti-tzu 料 、 





Tsim Sha Tsui District Kai Fong Welfare Association 
Tsuen Wan Youth Chinese Orchestra 考”，缘、€1 
Ts'ui-ta (wind and percussion) 
Tung-f ang-hung 束 么 “ 
Tung-hai-yii-ke ^ ； ^ 
Wah Sing Chinese Folk Orchestra 民 旅 海 
Wan Luen-wah 泳 权 _ 
Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra 
Wang Kwong Young Teenager Chinese Orchestra 
Wong Kin-
w a i 責 迷 
Wong Kwok-shek X 规 而 
Wong Tai Sin Indoor Sports Centre 
Workers ‘ Club (see Kung-Jen chii-le-pu) 
Wu Pai-ch'ao 象、备蘇 
Yang-ch'in 路 誇 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Yau Yue Chinese Orchestra 释 界 風 1 雾 
Yeung Chan Community Service Centre 媒 愛 仏 派 躲 中 
Yini Kun-fat ^ 
Yim Kun-fat cheng-yi-t'uan 乘 极 發 场 聚 ® 
Yiu Muk-hing 
Yiu Pui-to 跳 i 今 > 
Young Teenager Chinese Orchestra 少科 锋 tf( 
Young Women's Christian Association 數:jit 賓碎 
Yue Chiu-for 次 贿 科 
Yue Ha-luen ^ % 
Yue Luen ^ 
W-
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